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VARYCORD 

A Fortran Program for the Least Squares 
Adjustment of 'Horizontal Control Surveys 

A.G. BOMFORD 

Abstract 

This report gives a detai.led description of Program 
Varycord, a computer program for the least squares 
adjustment of angles, azimuths and distances on the 
spheroid~ The program is written in an advanced 
form of Fortran used on the Control Data Corporation 
3600 computer. The program is designed to adjust 
traverses, triangulation, .Hiran and Aerodist 
trilateration; separately or in combination,with 
lines up to 1000 miles long. It can also be used 
for adjusting photogrammetric radial-line 
triangulation. It does not adjust heights. 

Canberra, Australian Capital Territory 
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6. 

AIMS OF THIS REPORT. 

1. This report has be~n written with three objects in view: 

1.1 To record the mathematP,-pal procedures used in the 1geodetic adjust
ment of Australia. 

I 

1.2 To provide a manual for u~ers of the Variation of Coordinates 
program on the CDC 3600 computer. Program VARYDORD has 

_continually grown in complexity. There are now more options 
and diagnostics than can easily be held in the mind. 

1.3 To provide a general description of the method for students and 
for those intending to write similar programme-a for their own 
computers. 

A Fortran l~sting of the program is not included in the report, but copies 
can be supplied on request. 

HISTORY 

2. The adjustment of s~eys by the method of variation of coordinates 
is not new. The adjustme~t on the Transverse Mercator projection has been 
described by Rainsford ( 1957). The more complex adjustment on the Sphe:ooid 
was fully described, with numerical examples, by Adams (1915). The method 
was extensively used by the Geodetic Survey of C~ada (Ross, 1955) for the 
computation of the Canadi,an Shoran Survey. The method is particularly suit
able fo~ surveys containing numerous measured diE~t~ces as well as angles. 
Since the introduction of tellurometers and electronic computers, it has 
become the standard method of adjustlrtg horizontal control surveys. 

GENERAL OUTLINE. OF THE METHO:O 

3e Preliminary latitudes and longi~udes for all points are first 
obtained by any method. From these coordinates., the mutual distance and 
azimuth is computed between every pair of points between which ~ 
observation has been made. If the observations and the prelimin~ co
ordinates we-re perfect, ~hese computed, az~uths anq. distances would accord 
with the observed angles, azimuths and' distances. -·In practice, they will 
not accord e-xactly; and the -problem is to find adjustments to the preliminary 
coordinates which will minimise the weighted sums of the sq-q.ares of the 
differences between the observed ·and computed values of the\ angles, azimuths 

·.and distances. This 1pk-ticulaf program adjusts angles, pot· directions. 
I 
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ADVANTAGES OF THE METHOD 

4.1 No conditions have to be listed. The formation of conditions, and 
the coJ:lfirmation that no rednndant condition has been included in the least 
square solution, increases in difficulty with the size of the adjustment, and 
is a task difficult to program on a computer. 

4.2 The number of unknowns is precisely twice the number of points to be 
adjusted. In a ne~work containing many redundancies, this number of unknowns 
may be smaller than the number of conditions. Moreover, by careful allocation 
of serial numbers to the survey stations (see paragraph 11 ) , the "band width" 
of the matrix of coefficients in the normal equations can be kept small, which 
reduces both the storage and computation time required for their solution. 

4.3 There is no limit to the number of observations which may be 
included in an adjustment, as it is a simple matter to arrange for them to be 
added into the normal equation matrix one at a time. New observations can 
easily added to existing data at any time. 

4.4 The latitudes and longitudes of the adjusted points are produced 
immediately, without further computations. This is a very great advantage, 
though it is sometimes partially off~s€t by the need to list preliminary 
latitudes and longitudes for all points in the input. In triangulation 
and traverse, these are always easily fonnd by a preliminary computation 
of unadjusted angles and distances. With Hiran or Aerodist adjustments, 
coordinates have sometimes to be read off a small :Scale map; it is then 
necessary to iterate the adjustment several times- see paragraph 77. 
It is particularly important that the preliminary coordinates of points at 
the ends of a short line are in sympathy with each other, else the azimuth 
of the line computed from the preliminary coordinates may be seriously in 
error. 

BASIC FORMULAE 

5.1 Symbols used in more than one paragraph are defined in Appendix X. 
The program works with latitudes positive north, and longitudes positive west; 
except that when computing Transverse Mercator coordinates, longitudes are 
converted to positive east. For use in Australia, east longitudes and south 
latitudes are tabulated in the data without sign, and are automatically made 
negative. 

5.2 If the earth were a sphere, the basic formulae connecting changes 
in A and 1 with small changes ~ 4>'', A A11 

would be: 

6 A.,'l.- =- ( R/L) Si'fl A·~ 6-<P, + ( R/L) co.s f· cos A·~ ~\I 

6. L,"2.. -=--(f\ c.os A,'2.. D.~,+ R c.o.s~, s'•n A,'2.. 6\,) sml
11 

( 
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It is often convenient to keep these simple approximations in mind when 
considering weights an,d other theoretical problems. 

5.3 On the spheroid the standard formulae (Ross, 1955) 'are: 

or 

defining P, Q. and R. 

or 

defining S, T and u. Along a geodesic u12 = u21 = constant. 

5.4 These equations require a prior knowledge of 1 and A, and are only 
accurate if b.<P and 6 ~ are small. With an electron:ip computer it is 
easy and wise to iterate every adjustment, to ensure that no error follows 
from this cause - see paragraph 77. 

5.5 Equations (1), (3) and (4) are dimensionless; equations (2), (5) and 
(6) have the dimensions of length. They cannot therefore be used as they 
stand to form observations equations in a mixed least square adjustmj3nt. See 
paragraph 6.3. ' 

5.6 For deriving azimuths and distances from latitudes and longitudes, 
the formulae of Robbins (1962) are used. Robbins di~tances are. correct to 
2 ems at distances of 1000 miles, after which they fairly rapidly deteriorate. 
Normal section azimuths are always correct. Geodesic azimuths; (G. Bamford, 1962, 
p. 95; ·formula (3.8)); ·if preferred to normal sections aziJJluth$, are accurate 
to 0".06 at 1000 miles., ·The program is therefore suitable for adjusting all 
Aerodist and Hiran lines, but not for satellite triangulation. 



5. 7 For computing Transv.erse Mercator coordinates from latitudes and 
longitudes, the formu~ae derived by Redfearn (1948) have been used in full. 

5.8 
is used, 

For meridian distance, formula (8.39) in Geodesy (G. Bomford, 1962) 
with the first term corrected to a. Pl 0 ~: 

1 

o-. ( A o <f> - A 2 s ·~ n '2.. ~ + A 4- .s i 11 4- cp - A 6 s i n 6 cP) 

OBSERVATIONS EQUATIONS 

6.1 In the following equations, th13 term ''0-C" denotes the difference 
between an observed quantity and ~he corresponding value computed from the 
preliminary coordinates. 

6~2 Subscripts A, Z and L refer to angles, azimuths and distances 
respectively. 

6.3 Every term in an observation equation must contain a divisor ko-
whioh is either the standard error o- of the observed qu~tity, or some 
quantity bearing a constant proportion k to it, the value of k being 
the same for all observations in any one adjustment. · Thus we may divide 
t{lrough by st8ndard errors, probable errors ( =0. 67 4 5 o- ) , or in general by kcr-. 
Only then will the method of least square give us the most probable solution 

: to our adjustment. This point will be readily grasped if we consider running 
the same adjustment twice, once with distances expressed in millimetres, and 
once with distances expresseQ., in kilometres. If we omit the division by k<J 
( o- of course being expr~ssed in the same units as the distances) the 
coefficients in the observation equations for distances will differ by a 
factor of one million, those for .angles and a.zimuths will be unchanged, and 
quite different solutions will be obtained. After dividing through by ko-

, ~11 observation equations are dimensionless, and observations of angles, 
a~imuths and distances may be combined in a single adjustment. 

6.4 For each observed angle, by·subtracting equation (4) for the line 
1-2 from equation (4) or the line 1-3, we obtain: 



6.5 For a Laplace azimuth, we use equation (4) for the azimuth line, 
but the matter is complicated by the need to satisfy the Laplace·equation& 
If the longitude of the observation station is changed' by 6. A , the Laplace 
azimuth is changed by - AA sin<{> • Accordingly, the observation, equation 
becomes: 

6.6 For an observed distance, from equation (6): 

~[5,2 6<f>,- U,-z.b.'A, + l,-2. c.c}1- -t U1-z.6A2..l= (o-c_)Lj'Av,__ (9) 
6.7 No other types of observation equations are used in the program, 

WEIGHTS- see paragraph 21. 

7.1 It is often convenient to allocate general values for standard errors 
OA, o;_ PL., which are used for all angles, azimuths and distances in an 
adjustment, rathe2 than to tabulate individual weights for each observation. 
We may call ( 1/ o-' ) general weights. 

7.2 An individual weight may be allocated to any azimuth or distance. 
Individual wei9hts cannot be allocated to the angles, but may be allocated 
to any of the tabulated directions, from which the angles are derived. If 
no individual weight is tabulated on the data sheets, the individual weight 
is taJmn as unity. 

7.3 Systematic weights can also be allocated- for example, distances 
can be weighted inversely as their length, or as the square of their length. 
Azimuths can also be weighted inversely as the lengths of the ray. 

7.4 Each observation equation is then multiplied by the square root of 
the product of the general weight, the individual weight and the systematic 
weight. 

FIXED POINTS 

8.1 Points are held fixed by setting the relevant .6.~ and 6.\ to zero in 
any observation equation in which a fixed point occurs. Thus terms relating 
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to a fixed point are simply omitted. 

8.2 In this program, the coordinates of fixed points are listed before 
the adjusted points in both the input and output. 

8.3 The maximum number of fixed points is currently limited to 40. 
This number has never yet been approached in practice. The restriction is 
however artificial, and it should not be difficult to increase the maximum 
number of fixed points if a need arises. See Appendix B, note 092. 

8.4 The minimum number of fixed points is in general ~; but if no 
azimuth or no distance has been observed, then tre minimum number of fixed 
points is two. When these minima are not attained, it is easily seen that 
the network is free to move, rotate, expand or contract. The solution is 
indeterminate, and the matrix of the coefficients in the normal equations is 
singular. A dignostic is printed- see paragraphs 12 and 67.1 

FIXED OBSERVATIONS 

9.1 No specific method is provided for holding an angle, azimuth or 
distance fixed, unless the stations at the end of the line are held fixed. 

9.2 If it is desired to hold an observation fixed, while the terminal 
stations are free, it usually suffices to give the observation a large 
individual weight~ say one million, which is achieved by tabulating "1E6 11 

in the weight box. If the fixed quantity is seriously out of sympathy with 
the free quantities, this method fails. This is a useful indication that 
the fixed ~uantity is seriously inaccurate. 

EXTERNAL ANGLES 

10.1 If we consider, as an example, a station in a chain of braced 
quadrilaterals, the question arises whether to include the exterior angle of 
about 180° as an observation, or only the four interior angles of about 45°. 

1 0. 2 The advantage of omitting external angles are, firstly, that 
there is a significant reduction in the band-width of the matrix of the 
coefficients of the normal equations, which speeds up the adjustment and 
cuts down the storage required; secondly, if one believes that angles of 
180° are less accurately measured than angles of 45°, omission of the 
exten1al angles ensures that they receive slightly bigger adjustments. 
In the adjustment of single figures, external angles have traditionally 
been omitted. 

10.3 The disadvantages are, firstly, that directions have to be listed 
in a special order on the data sheets, so that the external angle occurs after 
the last and before the first direction. If an external angle has occasionally 
to be included, as with the centre point of a polygon, then the first direction 
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must be tabulated again after the last direction. Secondly, if angles are 
observed in rounds, and the selection of the opening RO is arbitrary, it is 
hard to see·why the external angle should be treated differently from any 
other angle. 

1 o. 4 The matter may be important. For example on. a traverse, omitting 
the "external" angles gives the angular work only half the weight it would 
have if external angles were included. 

10.5 In the geodetic adjustment of Australia, external angles were 
noxmally included as observations, and no prec~utions were taken in this 
respect when listing the data. External angles, can, however, be excluded 
if desired - see paragraph 23. Care must then be taken in the order with 
which directions are tabu+ated. 

STATION SERIAL NOMBERS AND THE BAND WIDrH 

11.1 All stations in an adjustment, fixed and free, must be allocated 
a se'rial number. No two stations may have the same number, but there is 
no objection to gaps in the sequence. The highest permissable serial 
number is 140 (see Appendix F, 22.1). 

11.2 In the matrix of the coefficients in the normal equations, the 
first two columns are for 6.cf> ,6Afor the variable station with the 
lowest serial number; and next two for the variable station with the next 
lowest serial number, and so on. 

11.3 In most survey adjustments, for example, in a traverse or 
triangulation chain, observations occur between stations which are relatively 
close to one another. It is possible that a Hiran line may extend from 
one end of the chain to the other, but this is exceptional. Usually, if 
we start numberitl.g stations from one end of the chain and proceed steadily 
to the other end, observations will occur between station~ whose numbers 
are not widely dissimilar. 

11.4 When the normal equation matrix is formed, the coefficients will 
also lie in columns fairly close to one another, and all the non-zero 
coefficients will tend to lie in a band parallel to the principal diagonal. 
The maximum width of this band, outwards from and excludillg the principal 
diagonal, is called the band width. If the maximum difference in the serial 
numbers of stations joined by any one observations in ~~ then the band width 
is 2n + 1. 

11.5 In this program, the zero coefficients outside the band are not 
stored, and play no part in the solution of the normal equations. 
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11.6 In a chain of braced quadrilaterals, properly numbered from 
end to end, the band width is 9 if external angles are included, and only 5 
if they are omitted, In a more or less square triangulation network, or in 
one which also contStinS Hiran lines, the band width may rise to 50 or more; 
but even so there is usually a useful economy. 

11 • 7 In a matrix of order N and ba:n.d width M (on one side of, and 
excluding, the principal diagonal), the number of elements in the band matrix is 

(M + ~~ (2N- M) I '2 

11.8 In a typical case, where N = 150 and M = 20, the number of 
coefficients to be stored is 2940, compared with 22,500 in the full matrix, 
or 11,325 on and above the principal diagonal. 

11~9 To number a rectangular block, it is best to start from a narrow 
edge, and number across the block, always in the same direction, as when 
reading a printed page. See Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Station serial numbers in a rectangular block. 

In an i:rregular block, one should follow this advice as far as possible. 
The aim is to minimise the largest range of seriai numbers which occurs 
in any one observation. The average range is immaterial. It is the maximum 
range which decides the band width. 

11.10 Figure 1 also makes it clear why omitting external angles 
reduces the band width. If external angles are included, there is an angle 
at 6 connecting station 3 with station 9, giving a band width of 13. If 
the external angles are omitted, the maximum band width is only 7. This can 
be an important consideration with large adjustments, which approach the 
limit of available computer storage, 

11.11 If a new station is added to an old network which has no gaps in 
its sequence of serial numbers, and the new station is given tl1e next serial 
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number available, the effect on the band width, and thus on the expense of 
computation, can easily exceed a factor of ten. For this reason, it has been 
necessary to writ.e a simple program called RENUMBER, which renumbers all the 
cards in a deck of data. 

SINGULAR AND UNSTABLE MATRICES 

12.1 The matrix of the coefficients in the normal equations will be 
singular, and the normal equations insoluble, in the following cases: 

a) l. No fixed points.. The network is floating loose, and values 
for 6r..p1 L\~ are indeterminatee . 

b) No azimuth observation and less than two fixed points. The 
network is free to rotate0 

c) No distance observation and less than two fixed points. There 
is no fixed scale, and the network can expand or contract. 

d) Insufficient observations to fix one or more points - for 
example, no observations into or out of a point, or only one azimuth, 
one distance or one directiono 

12e2 When the matrix is singular, a diagnostic is printed, which 
gives a clue to the faulty station - see p:q.ragraph 67 o 1 

12.3 It would not be difficult to design a network, in which the 
matrix, though not singular, approached singularity and was unstable, -
for example, if a station were fixed only by two nearly parallel directions, 
or by two almost parallel distances. However, this is a state of affairs 
which surveyors take care to avoido In the adjustment of over 200 networks, 
no hint of instability has yet been detected. 

SOLUTION OF THE NORMAL EQUATIONS 

13e1 The normal equations are solved by the Choleski or Square Root 
method, following the routine given by Faadeeva, 1959o This method is 
convenient for any symmetric matrix, such as occurs with normal equations, 
and it is particularly satisfactory for a band matrix. No additional 
storage is required other than that used by the original matrices, and the 
omission of multiplications by the zero coefficients outside the band is 
easily arranged. Provided the surveyor has ensured that each point in the 
network has been soundly fixed geometrically, there is little danger of 
ro~nding errors causing instability in the solution; but it is always wise 
to check by iterating the adjustmentG 



.13. 2 .Any symmetric matrix A can be factorised into the product of two 
triangular matrices SandS', one of which is the transpose of the other. 
Then the original n~rmal equations 

AX B 

can be solved in two stages 

S'Y B, S X = Y, 

each of which requires only the simple routine of"back-substitution". 

13.3 To find the triangular matrix s, the rule for multiplying 
matrices gives 

alL =-
'2. s i..~ 1 

from which the following rules are derived: 

5H = (o..u)Y2. 1 . 1. S1j =- aij ( 511 
l.- ~ 

5L.L =:; ( a..~t. -£"
1 

Su J ~\ i.. > i, 

5·. LJ = ( Cl t-j j > i. 

. . 
L= j; 

L.<j, 

~ s~, s~J /sec' 
A diagonal element s. . is computed f2om the square root of the ll . 

difference between the corresponding diagonal element a .. and the sum of ll, 
the squares of all previously computed elements ~ in the same column. · 

13.5 A non-diagonal element s .. is obtained by subtracting from the 
corresponding element a .. the sum ofJthe products, row by row, of the 
corresponding elements §J taken from the columns i and j. This difference 
is then divided by the diagonal element s .. for the row. ll 
13.6 Zero elements in A are zero in S; and once s .. has been found, 
a .. is not again required; so s .. can replace a .. in th~Jcomputer store. 
lJ lJ lJ 

13.7 To find 

= 

the intermediate column matrix Y 

bi I 5 11 ·l.-1. 

=- ( b~- ~i S.Q.L YiJ I Si..i. L > i. 



13.8 Each element y. is found in turn by subtracting from t~e 
- < ~ 

corresponding element b. the sum of the products, row by row, of the 
elements in column: i ana the previously found y. • The difference is then 
divided by the diagonal term. When y. has been~found, b. is no longer 
required, so that Y can replace Bin the computer store.~ 

. 13.9 Similarly, but working upwards from the botton, the unknowns 
x are found from the rule / 

.. ~ n =- y n s"' "~"~ 

=c. L =- ( y L - i_ s,i. Q. :x. _p_) / S c i. J L < n 
Q.:. t+i 

and X can replace Y in the computer store. 

13.10 If A is a band matrix, the lirni ts of Q are reduced in 
accordance with the band width. See Appendix P. 

THE COMPUTER 

14.1 This Variation of Coordinates programme was written for the 
Control Data Corporation 3600 computer, which is owned by the Commonwealth 
Scientific and Industrial Research Organis~tion in Canberra. It was 
installed in July 1964. Much of the program was written before the 
computer arrived, and the program first ran. in September 1964. 

14.2 The CDC 3600 is a large and powerful machine. It can perform 
100,000 additions plus 100,000 multiplications·in one second. It has a 
high-speed random-access store of 32,000 words, each of 10 floating
point decimal digits, but about one quarter of the store is permanently 
occupied by the monitor systems. The card reader reads almost 1000 · 
cards per minute, and the output is printed at 1000 lines per minute, 
each line h~ving up to 130 digits. There are 8 magnetic tape drives. 
The program uses three magnetic tapes to store data, leaving most of the 
high speed store free for the solution of the normal equations. 

14.3 The program runs very quickly. Feeding the program into the 
computer takes 35 seconds from binary cards. Thereafter, from reading 
the first card ef' the data to printing the last line of the output, the 
following times are typical: 

(a) A traverse of 13 points, 11 angles, 3 azimuths 
and 12 distances : 28 seconds, the solution of 
the normal~ taking 0.4 seconds. 



(b) A small triangulation chain of 16 points with 
71 angles, 2 az;imuths and 11 distances : 40 
seponds, the solution of the no:emal taking 2 
seconds. 

(c) The geodetic survey of Tasmania, with 94 variable 
points, 385 angles, 9 azimuths and 102 distances: 
5 minutes 7 seconds, the solution of the normals 
taking 2 minutes 47 seconds. 

THE LANGUAGE -----·--
14.4. The program is written in Fortran 3600, which is very similar to 
Fortran 4. Full details of this very convenient language are given in 
the CDC 3600 l!,ortran Reference Manual (Control Data Corpora·tion, 1964). 

PROGRAJ\1 VARYCORD __ _...---~-·~·- .... - _______ , __ _ 

15. L The complete VARYCOHD program cons;i.sts of 24 parts: program VARY, 
22 subroutines, and function RADFCRM. The subroutines vary a great.deal 
in complexity. :0:8GFORM simply converts radians into degrees, minutes and 
seconds. Others such as MAIN and STATPRIN contain about 200 Portran 
statements. Program VARY itself is merely a dwnmy, which serves to call 
subroutine MAIN - see Appendix "A". 

15.2. A block diagram is shown in Figure 2. Commentaries on each of the 
subroutines are given in Appendixes A toW, The appendices are not 
designed for gene:t.>al ~ceading; their aim is to guide a programmer wishing to 
amend the program to the right point of attack, and warn him of any dangers 
that exist, and of other alterations which may be necessary as a consequence. 
In the appendices, it is asstuned that the reader can read Fortran. 

15.3, ExcerJt :!'.'or subroutine BANDIT, the Ilrogram does not make use of 
matrix algebra, 1Hith the possible exception of :Sl'!NDEC, any surveyor who 
has carried out a simple least squares adjustment by the method of 
observations should be able to follow the program with the aid of the 
appendices. 

J.() .l, All data cc-J.rds contain a number :i.n column 2, in the range l to 9, 
which definec the:i.:r.• US(). 'rbe diffe:t::ent tyoes of cards are called 1-cardf.J, 
etc. T1rintN1 dato. chfY~·!:s (sec l"tgures 3 and 4) are available for ta1Julo.ting 
cards type 3 to 7 •;' ' Jilvery card contains a section number in column 3 - 10, 
so that a card found loose can be restored to its 1Jro:~1er eleele 

16.2" An unlimited number of different sections may be adjusted 
consecut:L vely withou·t pause; but the adjustment of a section cannot be 
iterated without the substitution of nev1 cards :Ln the data deck. 
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lURE 2: THE STRUCTURE OF PROGRAM VARYCORD, SHOWING THE SEQUENCE IN WHICH SUBROUTINES ARE CALLED. 
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18. 

1-CARDS 

16.3 A data deck must start with a 1-card. T4e rest of the card is 
usually left blank, though entries in columns 3-55 do no harm. 

16.4 A 1-card serves one purpose only: it warns the computer that a 
2-oard follows. A 1-oard is therefore essential not only at the start of 
a deck, but whenever it is desired to change spheroid. 

I 

2-CARDS 

16.5 A 2-card defines a spheroid. Each 2 card must be preceded by a 
1-card, and be followed by a 3-card. If no 2-card is in the deck, the 
adjustment cannot run, and a diagnostic is printed, - see paragraph 70. 

16.6 Columns 4-43 may contain the name of the spheroid, the origin, 
etc., which is printed on the output. Columns 47-59 must contain the & 
radius, and columns 60-69 must contain the inverse of the flattening. 
Both boxes must include a decimal point. The a radius must be in the units 
~FT or MS) selected in columns 77-78 of the 3-card; but if the M option is 
used, converting heights and distances from feet to metres (p~iLr'agraph 24), 
the ~ radius must be in metres. 

16.7 Cards 1 and 2 are usually yellow or blue-topped, and once punched 
can be used indefinitely. 

J-CARDS - See Figure 3 

16.8 The deck for e~ch section must start with a 3-card, which is 
customarily red-topped. · The 3-card need only be preceded by a 1-card and 
2:...card if: 

a) It is the first section in the data deck, or 

b) ~he spheroid has been chang~d. 

otherwise, 3-cards follow directly after the 8-9ard of the preceding s~ction. 

16.9 Column 3-10 contains the section. number, which is JmDChed in all the 
cards in a section, so that a card found loose can be ~etur.ned to its own section. 
Either numeric or alphabetic .(}haracters can be used in the eight spaces 
resvered for the section number. For example: 

123-10 or CORALSEA 

· 16.10 Columns 11-55 contain the name of the section. This is often in 
the form of the name of the State in which the section lies, followed by the names 
of the terminal junction points; for example: 

W .A. - ESPERANCE TO ALJ3ANY 

Columns 77-78 must contain either FT or MS, depending on whether 



VARIATION OF COORDINATES LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES 
Job Identi~ication Card (Red Topped): 

2 4 Section 12 Job identi~ication -44 spac~ 55 
lii I 15141 I 141'1 lsi.IAI.I I lxi,INIG!~¢1NiviAI ltiiJI lwlvloi!ININIAI I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I 

58Limit 62 63 6465·66 676869 70n 72 7374 75 76 77787980 rn I lzlolol IMI lzloloiTI IRI I IFJT-1!121 
Z K M L T A WWtFcUnitP N 

Variable/Fixed Point Cards. 
Constant data, eels 1-10: 

I~ ~ixed points, please punch on GREEN CARDS; variable points on white cards. 

2 4From 8 To 
lrl ~I I4IGI 

Therea~ter, ~or columns 11 upwards: 
12 At 37Deg 

3 3 3 .g s g 9 3 8 .g 04 G 
4 S2 .a 3 9 I 34 .z 07 3 
s 44 .o I 7 4 44 . I 72 I 
6 02 .o 73 0 58 ·2 08 9 
7 4 !) .3 '9 5 I 7 .o 75 3 
8 53 .a 08 8 32 ·3 503 
~ 20 . 7 7 I 3 4.3 ·3 I' I I 0 4{} ·4 42 9 07 ·8 10 g 

,1_ 3 12 I . 8 I I 5 54 .z 29 s 

Certi~ied ~ree :from copying errors. . •. Ready :for punching: • 
a. . c. ___,_D . 
~-....- .... 
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the a radius on the 2-card is in feet or metres. The other columns 58-80 
are used for a variety of options - see paragraphs 20-32. 

4-CARDS - See Figure 3. 

16.12 The 4-cards contain the serial numbers, latitudes and longitudes 
of the fixed points. They are customarily coloured green. 

Columns 3-10 contain the section number, see paragraph 16.9 

Columns 12-14 contain the station serial number, right 
justified, see paragraph 11. 

Columns 21-33 contain the fixed latitudes, and columns 37-50 
the fixed longitude, in degrees, minutes and seconds of arc. 
Unless zero, the seconds must contain a decimal point in 
columns 29 and 46. 

16.13 No signs are tabulated. The standard version of the program, 
for use in Australia, requires south latitudes and east longitudes. A 
version is available for north latitudes and west longitudes - see paragraph 
79. 

16.14 At least one, and sometimes two, 4-cards are obligatory- see 
paragraph 8.4. All the 4-cards must precede the 5-cards, and they must be 
in numerical order by station serial numbers. 

5-CARDS - See Figure 3. 

16.15 The 5-cards contain the serial numbers ~d the preliminary 
latitudes and longitudes for the variable stations. They are identical 
to 4-cards, except they have a 5 in column 2, and are usually white. The 
5-cards must be in their correct order by serial numbers, else a diagnostic 
is obtained- see paragraph 73. 

16.16 New 5-cards can be automatically punched by the computer, making 
it easy to iterate an adjustment - see paragraph 77• 

6-CARDS 

16.17 The 6-cards contain a 6 in column 2. They may contain the section 
number in columns 3-10, but must otherwise be blank. 

16.18 The six cards are customarily coloured orange. They tell the 
computer that data for a new station is about to be fed in, and that a 7-card 
with special format containing the station name and height follows. 

7-CARDS- See Figqre 4. 

16.19 There are two types. Both contain the section number in columns 
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GEODETIC SURVEY OF AUSTRt LIA. ANGLES. AZIMUTHS AND DISTANCE CARDS 
The cards listed on this pa ge are to be r;receded by an OP.ArTGE card l;unchecl us follows: 

2 

~ 

Constant Data. Punch in ev ry c:"x·d (ull ·.vllite): 
2 4 From 8 To 12 At rn I l5"l4l I I4IGI I I IIi Then continue f'ror.l columns 16 upwards as follows: 

16 Station name or number 39 
IKliiNIGiibiCJINIYIA I I I I I I I I INIM 1£1 lslsl 

Observed values of Angles, Azimuths and Distances. 
Observations to: 0 A round of angles 0 

56 Ht of ground mark 66 Units: FT or MS 
I I l5l7l&l·l0l I I IFITI 

0 

~t for punching) 

~ NMi_E~J'S" 
16Serial 20Degs 

fiOO Ill~ 
27Seconds 33Wts 

r--r-r-

Laplace Azimuths 
37Degs 41Mns 44Seconds 

121710 

50Wts ---,--,- ')L opnerolda~ Dlstance s 66Wts 
........,...-r-

7o+Dif.Hts; Method 80 
I I I I I I I I I I i 

~~ NM;i;_:u 
/{~ IVMLEL&tD 

I 

NOTES: ( 1 ) . If the openj 
(2). Lines over v 

without ang: 

Certified that: 

(a). The angles J 
for eccentrj 

(b). Distances a1 
national FeE 

(c). Angles, disi 
errors. 

45 .8 s I 0 95 I 7 .g 45 
00 .o 0 
2 5 . G I JOJBJ. J3JSI J3J-JOI 8' 3 7 7 . I 7 3 

station of a round of angles is 00°00' oo'.'oo, enter 360°00' oo'.'oo to distinguish it from a non-observation. 
h angles have been observed must.be listed consecutively first. Lines over which only azimuths or distances were observed, 

may follow at the end. 

ed are observed values, corrected only 
y and station adjustment where necessary 
irectly observed ~uantities, in Inter

No trigonometrical distances are listed. 
es and heights are free from copying 

Certified that the Laplace Azimuths listed have been com
puted in accordance with "Smail Corrections to A,ptronomic 
Observations"; the Laplace correction dated • J.r. M.ir-'f, t'1'-.1" 
has been applied' and they are free from copying errors. 

. ~!1?/ ~r~.: 1..~~ )UL'f \tH,{ .. 
Slgned .. -~~~· ... Date ...••.. 

Signed~ ~- ..... Date .21.J"7· ~9C.5. Ready for :mmching • • ~. . . • • . . . . 
-n 
C5 
c:: 
:J:J 
rn ... 

\ 



3-10, and the station serial number, right-justified~ in col·Wlllls 12-14,. 

16.20 A 7-card immediately following a 6-card contains the station name 
and number (limited to a total of 24 digits) in columns ·t6,;.39o The name is 
customarily left-justified~ and the number right-justified, to give a neat 
appearance on the outputo The heig4t of-the station, including a decimal 
point (see Appendix F, ~ote 1~1) goes in columns 56-64~ followed in columns 
66-7 by "FT" if the height and distances are in feet, and "M,S" if they are in 
metres. Heights are optional, and columns 56-64 may be left blanlc.. The same 
units must be used for heights and distance~; and must be the same as the units 
used for the a- radius on the 2-card; except, ~f theM option is used 
(paragraph 24) which converts feet on the input to metres in tb;e output, the 
2-card must be in metres, the 3-card may contain either FT or MS, and the 
?-cards must contain FT, and height and distances in feet~ 

16o21 The subsequent 7-cards contain the observed quan·tiities, if any, 
Arbitrarily oriented directions from the fiel~ book or abstract are entered 
in columns 20=31; followed by the individual Weight i'or each direction~ 
Laplace azimuths are entered in columns 37-48, with individual weights in 
columns 50 ... 52; and distances in columns 54-64, with individual weigpts in 
columns 66-68o Decimal points must be punched~ ]10r individual weights, see 
paragraph 792o If the weight boxes are left blanlc, a weight of 1~0 is 
adopted internallyo Weights greater than 9~ ~ can be inserted in tne form 
5E2, which the computer interprets as 5 X 10., or 500o Cards containing Laplace 
azimuths are customarily green topped. At least two 7 -c-ards, one of each sort, 
must be ineludec1 for every station~ else a diagnostic is obtained - see 
paragraph 66., 

16e22 Where :q.o directiqns, azimuths or distances have been observed, the 
boxes are left blank. The program does not distinguish between zero and 
blanks so the opening direction of a round, if zero, must be entered as 
360 00 OO~O. If 00 00 00.0 is entered, the computer assumes this direction 
has not been'observedo Distant points are usually tabulated in clockwise 
order by directions. The program does not fail if the order is varied, 
but observation ~quations are forriled

1
with different angles and slightly 

different results may be obtainedo All 7-cards which contain directions 
must precede those that do not. After a gap in the sequence of directions 9 

subsequent directions are ignored. This is easy to arrange with the original 
data 9 but care is needE\d if it is-desired to omit a troublesome directione 
It is best to leave the 7-c~rd in, with the direction deleted, so that the 
adjusted value of the direction will be listed on the outp~t; but it is 
necessary to move the card to thE\ end of the station. 

16.23 Distances are customarily tabulated twice, once on the card from 
A to E~ and once on the card from E to A. This is convenient on the outputs 
Both entries should be identical. T:bie computer ign~res the entry from the 
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station with the higher serial number to the station with the lower number. 

8-C.ARDS 

16.24 The last 7-card at a station is usually followed by the 6-card 
for the next station, but the last station in a section is terminated by 
an 8-card. 

16.25 An 8-card may be followed by a 3-card if another adjustment follows 
on the same spheroid; by a 1-card, 2-card and 3-oard, if another adjustment 
follows on a different spheroid; and by a 9-card if it is the last adjustment 
in the data deck. 

9-CARD 

16.26 At the end of the deck, the last 8-card is followed by a 9-card, 
which must in turn be followed by a blue "End of file 11 control card, which 
has a 7 and an 8 both punched in column 1 , and is otherwise blank. This 
causes control in the computer to transfer back to the monitor system, which 
immediately processes the next job. 

INTERSECTED POINTS 

17. At an intersected point, 7-cards should be included for every 
ray out of the point, even though all the observation boxes are blank. The 
adjusted azimuth and length of each ray will then be tabulated on the output. 

~IDLTIPLE OBSERVATIONS AT ONE STATION 

18. If more than one set of observations have been made at a station, 
without a common RO, or with more than one common ray, a preliminary 
station adjustment can be avoided. The various sets of observations should 
be included in the adjustment, just as if they were observations at 
different stations, each preceded by a 6-card, but in each case the station 
name, height and serial number should be the same. Each set must 
contain the same number of rays. This arbitary requirement is easily 
satisfied by adding cards to the smaller sets which contain serial numbers 
for extra rays, but have the observation boxes blank. ·Adjusted azimuths 
and distances are listed in separate batches on the output, common rays 
having identical azimuths and distances, and adjusted angles can if required 
be taken out by hand. 

HEIGHT DIFFERENCES 

19.1 On the data sheets, provision was made for difference in height, 
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22. 

plus or minus, to be ,tabulated in colunms 70-79 of the 7-ca;rds, in 
case a height adjustment were carried out at a later date. In colU11D.1 
so, a code letter may be entered, for example; 

V for vertical traingulation 

B for barometric heights 

L for spirit levelling 

19.2 The variation of coordinates program ignores all entries 
in columns 70-80, which can therefore be left blank. 

OPI'IONS 

20. 
3-card. 

Options are exercised by making entries in columns 58-80 of the 

REJECTION OF OBSERVATIONS 

20.1 Each observed quantity has tvm values, the observed value Q, 
and the value Q computed from the preliminary coordinates~ Each value 
of 0-C is tested against pre-selected limits, ~ seconds for angles and 
azimuths, .!!, units for distances. If too many observations are rejected, 
there will be insufficient left to fix all the points, and the normal 
eq_uations become insoluble. A diagnostic is printed (paragraph 67.1) and 
the adjustment is abandoned. However, if something were hopelesGly ;vrong 
with the data,; for example, if the wrong 5-cards were inadvertently put in 
the deck, the adjustment would not be abandoned until every observation had 
been tested. To avoid this wasted effort, a limiting number LIMIT of bad 
observations is pre-selected. If the limit is attained, the adjustment is 
abandoned forthwith. 

20.2 LIIJII'r is entered in cohunns 58-59. If left blank, an arbitrary 
limit of 5 bad observations is selected internally. This is satisfactory 
as a general rule; but when running dubious data for the first time, it 
is wise to set LIMIT high, at say 20, and hope to flush out all the bad 
observations in a single run. 

20.3 ·The acceptance limits Z and L are set in columns 62-65 and 
68-71 respectively.. If left blank, they are set internally to 100" 
and 40 units of length. This may seem large, but if the fixed points 
have been moved out of sympathy with the variable points by several 
feet, and if lines are short, the value of 0-C for angles may be big. If 
all the preliminary coordinates are known to be in sympathy, finer limits 
can be set. 

20.4 It is sometimes desirable to retain all observations, however 
great the value of 0-C; for example on the first run of an aerodist 
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adjustment, the observed distances may all be satisfactory, but the 
preliminary coordinates may be some miles in error. If a limit of 9999 
is inadeg_uate, one can enter, for example, "2E5", which the computer 
interprets as 2 x 105, or 200000. 

20.5 All entries in the LIMIT, Z and L boxes must be right justified, 
as blanks are read as zeros. 

WEIGHTll':rG SYSTEMS Colurnn 7 4 

21 .1 Column 74 must contain either a blank, a W, an X or ru1 R. 

21.2 A blank sets all general weights (see paragraph 7.1) eg_ual to 
unity, implying that the standard errors of angles and distances, on the 
one hand, and distances on the other, are in the ratio of 1 second to 1 
foot, or 1 second to 1 metre, according to the units used. This is the 
system recommended by Rainsford (1962). If distances are in feet, the 
results often appear reasonable, but the system has no theoretical 
justification and different results are obtained if different units of 
length are usedo It is not recommended for general use. It is however 
satisfactory for an adjustment containing nothing but angles~ It is only 
satisfactory for the adjustment of pure trilateration if the error in a 
distance is assumed to be independent of its length. This is approximately 
true of Hiran trilateration; if an occasional azimuth is included, care 
must be taken to give it a suitable individual weight (see paragraph 7.2). 

21.3 A! weights distances inversely as the sg_uare of their length, 
I<Jach observation eg_uation for a distance is divided by (length x sin 1 "). 
This is the system suggested by Murphy ( 1958). It implies that at the end 
of a line whose azimuth and length have both been observed the error 
ellipse is circular, and its radius is proportional to the length of the 
line. This system can also give reasonable results, but it too has no 
real theoretical justification. In geodetic triangulation, with lines 
averaging about 20 miles, tellurometer distances tend to get adjustments 
which appear too small; very short lines received adjustments which are 
close to zero; and azimuths have the same weights as directions, unless 
individually weighted. 

21.4 .An X weights distances and azimuths inversely as their length. 
The error ellipse is still assumed to be circular, "\"111t its radius increases 
only as the sg_uare root of the length of'1 the line. Observation eg_uations 
for distances are divided by (L sin 11) z; and observation eg_uations for 
azinmths are multiplied by (L sjn 1" )2 • The X option was designed for 
continental adjustments, in which each "observation11 consists of an 
azimuth or distance derived from a whole section of the geodetic survey 
which has previously been adjusted on its ovvn. A section will likely 
contain many individual azimuths and distances. If their individual 



errors are random, the error in the a.zirrnith and distance of the whole 
section should be proportional to the squf1re root of its length, The 
X option may also be preferred for Hi.ran and Aerodist trilateration, if 
the error in r· line is assumed to be proportional to the square root of 
its length. Care will be need~d in selecting a suitable individual 
weight ;for each azimuth included in the Hiran adjus·l;ment. The ! option 
is not intended for use with adjustment c,ontain:ing anglesc 

21$5 The B: option uses a priori standard e:r:·rors~ F'or the Geodetic 
Adjustment of Australia in 1966 ~ the standard errors adopted were~ 

Directions 011 .5; Azimuths 1"<>0; Distances (001 ft or 0~03 ms) + 3 ppm,. 

If the observations are uncorrelated, the R option will yield the most 
probab] e adjustment for all s11rveys for which the standard errors of' 
directions, azimuths and distances are in the above proportions 1 even if 
the absolute values of the standard errors are different. For an occasional 
job where first order tellurometer distances rcrn throu.gh r:1econd or lower 
order triangulation, it is convenient to use the R option~ but to increase 
the weight of all d.istances by the wrrFACTOR option (see below, 22. 'I ) and 
increase the individual weight of the relatively few azimuths b3r hand. To 
alter the standard er:t>ors in the R option, it is nec.essary to alter the 
Fortran source dec.k for subroutine STARTOFF at (2io1 ff)- see Appendix C, 
16. 1. If several dif.feren·t; R options are in use 9 it is convenient to have 
a separate binary STARTOFF deck for each. 

21.6 The .I?: option is intended for general use., Note that the standard 
error is .for a direction 9 not .for an ru1gle. If the average adjustments 
printed. at the end of the output are in the same ratio (for the average 
length of the measured lines) as the standard errors in the R option, then 
(if the obse~rations are uncorrelated) the best po~sible adjustment has been 
obtainedo But small differences in the ratios will detract very little 
from the qua.li-by of the adjustmentv and it is best to decide on a representative 
set of values for an. H option 9 ru ... d use them throughout the corresponding 
survey~ rathe:r· thru'l make continual small variations. 

SPECIAL WEIGHTS FOR DISTAL\fCES - 11WTFACTOR11 Column 75-76 

22.1 It is sometimes desirable to weight all distances by a constant 
factor relative to the angles and a.zimuths~ If it is desired to weight 
distances by say 4. 0 o:r· Oo4, then enter "4 .. 11 or 91 .411 in columns 75-76o 
The deeimal is o·bligato:t>y in both cases. A notice is printed on the 
outpu.t = see paragraph 40. The square root of WTFACTOR is computed in STARTOFF 
at (31 .00 f.f) and the observation equations are altered in DISTFORM at 
(10.01 11.0). 

22~2 This option is useful when tellurometer distances have been used 
to strengthc1 low Ol'der triangctlation. 
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OMISSION OF EXTERI'ifAL .ANGLES - "ANGCL0 11 Column 73 

23.1 Any entry in column 73 causes external angles to be ignored 
- see paragraph 10. The option is put into effect in O:SSFORM at (1.3 ff). 
It has so far only been used when testing the program against published 
examples of test figures, where external angles have nearly always been 
ignored. In the Geodetic Survey of Australia, external angles were always 
included. The option could be useful for very large adjustments; the 
resulting reduction of band width might be the only way of fitting an 
except~onally large adjustment into the computer. Vfuen using ANGCLO, care 
must be taken in the tabulation on the observed directions. The external 
angle must lie between the last direction and the first. 

CONVERSION OF FEET TO METRES - "M11 Column 68 

24. If Mispunched in column 67, all input heights and distances 
on the 7-cards are multiplied by 0.3048, converting them from feet to 
metres. vVhen using this option, the .@:. radius on the 2-card must be in 
metres, and columns 77-78 of the 3-card must contain MS, not FT. The 
option is put into effect by STATREAD (1.1 and 6.1) - see Appendix F. 
See also paragraph 16.20 

TRANSVERSE MERCATOR COORDINATES AND CONVER.GE.fifCE Column 72 

25. If column 72 contains a !, Transverse Mercator coordinates, 
convergence and the zone number are computed for all points, on the 
Australian Grid or UTM system. The complete formulae given by Redfearn 
(1948) are used. The lay-out of the out~ut is altered to accommo~te 
the additional information (see Figure 6), and the printing of 6';', ~._).._A 
is suppressed; their average and maximum values is only suppressed if 
NOPRIN = 2. The extra computation is called from NEVVCORDS (0.18ff) and 
STATPRIN (31.1), and coordinates and convergence are calculated in 
subroutine E.fifCONV. 

PUNCHED CARD OUTPUT - "PUNCORD'' Column 79 

26.1 Any entry in column 79 causes new 5-cards to be punched out 
automatically by NEWCORDS (44.1), ready for iteration, -see paragraph 
77• A 5-card is punched for every station, fixed or variable. No harm 
is done if the whole lot are inserted in the data deck before iteration; 
but some 4-cards must be left in the deck, and it is usually worth 
removing the corresponding 5-cards to prevent the printing of a notice -
see paragraph 45. These 5-cards contain the station name in columns 
51-74, which is ignored by the computer on iteration. 

26.2 If Transverse Mercator coordinates are being computed any entry 
:i.n column 7 9 causes each 5-card to be nreceded bv a ~ 0-card, f!:'i v:Lnl< tY 
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TM station name, TM coordinates, zone number, convergence and height. 
If the point lies in a zone overlap, the 10-card ;Lf followed by an 11-
card giving information in the adjacent zone. See paragraph '18. 

SUPPRESSION OF PRINTING - "NOPRIN11 Column 80 

27.1 A blank gives the full output. There are two alternatives. 

27.2 A "1" in column 80 terminates the adjustment after the printing 
of the coordinate list. The printing of the observed and adjusted 
quantities is omitted, and a good deal of time is saved. This option 
should only be used for the iteration of an adjustment for which a previous 
run has proved the observations satisfactory: there is no other check that 
bad observations are not included in the data. 

27.3 A "2 11 in column 80 suppresses most notices- those described 
in Paragraphs 39, 41.1, 42, 43, 45, 50, 51e 

This option can be used to produce a clean output for general publication, 
free from all distracting matter of interest only to the computer. See 
Figure 6. 

DECK STRUCTURE 

28. The usage of the CDC 3600 computer, as operated by the C.S.I.R.O. 
in Canberra in 1966,is beyond the scope of this report, but some guidance 
is necessary for those wishing to use the program for the first time, 
which may also be of interest to those using other machines. 

There are four ways of feeding the program into the machine: 

a) Fortran cards. 

b) Binary cards. 

c) Some subroutines in Fortran, others in binary. 

d) Binary magnetic tape. 

FORTRAN DECKS 

29.1 The Fortran program takes about 3-~ minutes to read into the 
computer and compile, so that the Fortran deck will seldon be used unless 
the Fortran has been amended. 



29.2 
1964). 

See page F-11 of the Fortran l'!Ia.nual (Control Data Corporation, 
The deck starts with a red JOB card, containing typically 

1 JOB, CHDNJH*TB 1 V .AJlY ~ 1 0 

That is to say~ the user's code, the program nmne, a~d the time limit in 
minutes. 

29.3 A blue Fortra11 card follows, possibly containing: 

1 FTN, -x-, X,L,P. 

r.I1he asterisk is always required. 

The X indicates 11Execution" ~ and is omitted when Fortrar1 is 
being tested without any data. 

The L gives a listing of the Fortran program~ Listing slmvs 
up compilation by about 40/o, but if the program has been amended, a 
listing will usually be desired~ 

The P is only required if a binary program is to be made. 
A plain "P" will produce a binary program on p-tmohed cards. To make a 
binary magnetic tape, on say logical unit 44, write 11 P=44n, and. insert 
a green EQUIP card immediately after the job card.: 

29.4 
SCOPE, 

~l EQUIP, 44= (V.AJlYTAPE), SV, MT, RO 

The :B'ortra.n program and subroutines follow, followed by blue 
LOAD and RIDT cards@ The latter will typically contain: 

1 RIDT 9 1 0, 5 000 

in.dicEt.t:in; a time limit of 10 minutes, and a print limit of 5000 lines. 

29. 5 The data deck follows the RU1if card, starting with 1-, 2-, 3-, 
4-c.ards 9 and ending with an 8-card., a 9-card, and a blue card with 

~ ill column 1, which terminates the deck. 

30, 'I A 'binary deck takes about 35 seconds to read in, and is convenient 
for general use. See page F- 9 of the Fortran Manual. 

30.2 
JOB card.o 

The binm:y program and subroutines follow immediately after the 
There is no SCOPE or LOAD cardo The last card of the last 
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binary subroutine is followed by a RUN card, whiG11 is followed in!IllGdiately 
by the data. 

30,3 Different binary subroutines may be made for different tasks, 
e.g., for different standard errors in the R weighting option; or for 
1ati tudes north and longitudes west, or for angles i:c1 grades instead of 
degrees, minutes and seconds, As a rule, two or three subroutines only 
w·ill be affected, usually ST.IL':lTOFF, STATREAD and STATPRIN. The special 
subroutines should be boldly labelled, It is u.n easy matter to exchange 
them for the standard subroutines when required, See }Jaragraph 7 9. 

31. When the program is amended, only a few of the subrou·/:;ines 
are usually changed. The amended Fort:car1 decks :Jhould be pla,ced Etfter 
a FTN card, and be followed by a SCOPE and LOAD can1, exactly as in 
paragraph 29 above, The unchanged bina,ry subroutines then follow the LOAD 
card, followed in turn by a Rffi\T card and the data, as in 11aragraph 30. 

The orc1er of the subroutines is immateriaL The essential points are tha"t 
the deck shall contain one progra.:Ql, and one only; and that eacb. Sl:Lbroutine 
shall occur once, and once only. If both the Fortra'J. and binary versions 
of a subroutine are included, or both are omi ttect, a monitor diag11ostic 
LOADER ERROR will be obtained, giving a clun to the offending subroutine, 

BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE 
----~ 

32. 'J1he program ca.YJ. be read in from mat,'11etic tape in 17 seconcls, 
wl,.ich is about hvice the speed of binary cards, However 1 a tape takes 
3~ minutes to prepare, ancl at present a complete new tape has to be 
Llade whenever a single subroutine is amended. Moreover, it is not always 
possible for the operators to have the tape loaded vrhen the job comes 
on, a..n.d sometimes the dela-ys extend into minutes$ At present (March, 1966) 
it is doubtful if any real saving occurs in using magn.etic tape for program 
V.AJJ..Y, and binar;y- cards are again in use. However, improvements are 
cmYcinually being made, and the situation may change again for the better. 

32. 'I Having prepared a binary tape VARYTAPE on say logical unit 44, 
(paragraph 29, 5) the deck structire to use it is: 

1; JOE, CHDNM*TJ3, VARY, 10 

,~ EQUIP, 44 = (VARYTAPE), fN, MT, RO. 

~ POST, 44, V.~Y 

Reel 

Green 

Orange 



7 
9 

LOAD, 44 

7 RUN, 1 o, 5000 
9 

Data (1,2,3,4 •••• 8,9 

7 End of job 8 
-X· EOD 

OUTPUT 

29. 

cards) 

J3lue 

J3lue 

J31ue 

Yellow 

33.1 The output consists of three parts; see Figures 5 and 6, 

33.2 :B1irst, there is a series of Notices ( see paragraphs' 34-49) 
giving details of the job, the spheroid, elate of computation, etc*t 
·together with details of the weighting system used, the number and 
type of observations equations, details of the matrix of the co
efficients in the normal equations, and details of any faulty data •. 

33.3 Secondly, there is a list of the adjusted coordinates¢ 
This will be in one of two forms, depending on whether Transverse 
Mercator coordinates have been asked for or not. 

33.4 Thirdly~ details are given, station by station, of the observed 
and adjusted quantities~ their differences, and their average and maximum 
differences. The coordinates given in the second part are repeated here, 
so that the information for each station is complete. This part of the 
output may be cut up, and the pieces attached to the relevent field 
station s~vmnaries. 

33.5 The whole of the third part, and many of the notices in the 
first part~ may be suppressed if desired- see paragraph 27. 

NOTICES 

34-. Notices are described below in the order in which they occur 
on the output. For diagnostics, which occur when a program fails, see 
paragraph 55-75. The subroutine and statement which writes the notice 
is indicated on the right hand side of the page. 

PROGfu\M l&IEN"DED ".j .. 9/ ... STARTOFF ( 1] ~ 0) 

35. This is the date the Fortran source deck was last amended. 
The. elate is altered by hand when necessa~cy. The relevant card (STARTOFF 
(13.0)) is blue topped for ease of reference. 



PROGRAM AMENVEV 121 7166 GEODETIC SURVEY or AUSTRALIA COMP~TEO 16105/67 

SURVEY ADJUSTMENT - LEAST SQUARES VARIATION or COORDINATES ON T~E SPHEROID 

S.A. - ~INGOONYA TO WUDINNA SECTION 54 46 

AUSTRALIAN GEODETIC DATUM 
A= 20925721·78 rT 1/F= 298,250 

UNIT WEIGHTS ACCORD WITH THE FOLLQWING STANDARD ERRORS 
DIRECTIONS <SECONDS) AZIMUTHS DISTANCES IFTl 

0,5 1,0 0.1 • 3,0 PPM 
NORMAL SECTION AZIMUTHS 

OBSERVED VALUES OF ANGLES AND AZIMUTHS REJECTED IF MORE THAN 100 SECONDS FROM VALUES COMPUTED FROM COORDINATES 
OBSERVED VALUES OF DISTANCES REJ~CTED IF ~ORE THAN 40 FT FROM VALUES COMPUTED FROM COORDINATES 
NO REJECTIONS 

ORDER OF MATRIX = 18 BANDWIDTH : 15 BANDMAT : 168 SOLUTION TIME IN SECONDS 0,555 
NUMBER OF ACCEPTABLE OBSERVATIONS 57 OF WHICH ANGLES = 48 AZIMUTHS : 1 DISTANCES = 8 

STATION SERIAL SOUTH LATITUDE ADJ•INIT EAST LONGITUDE ADJ-IN!T RHO NU HEIGHT FT 

FIXED POINTS 

I<!NGOONYA 
REt.. TON 
GAIRUNER 
NOTT 

ADJUSTED POINTS 

CLUCAS 
CH!TANILGA 
WAULALUMBO 
DINGO 
HARPER 
BOND 
MUNGO 
JUMPUPPY 
yAROEA 

OBSERVATIONS AT 
I<!NGOONYA 

OBSERVATIONS TO 
CLUCAS 
CHITANILGA 
RENTON 

NM E 53 
NM E 66 
NM E 64 
NH E 65 

NM E 55 
NM E 54 
NM E 57 
NM E 58 
NM E 59 
NM E 60 
NM E 61 
NM ~ 62 
NM E 63 

1 
2 

11 
14 

3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
13 

SERIAL 
NM E 53 1 

NM E 55 3 
NM E 54 4 

111M E 66 2 

ORIENTATION CONSTANT 

30 57 46,9738 
30 57 38,6658 
32 17 42,9566 
32 31 20,2833 

31 15 33,9698 
31 14 52,8480 
31 2~ 44,0227 
31 40 2,0750 
31 39 49,3725 
31 50 53,8083 
32 6 20,7733 
32 5 49,4463 
32 22 21.8146 

AVERAGE 
MAXIMUM 

SOUTH LATITUDE 
30 57 46,9738 

ADJ AZIMUTH 
169 53 30.14 
200 21 4'\,39 
270 29 9,41 

200 21 44.16 

o,oooo 
0,0000 
o,oooo 
0. 0000 

0.0099 
0 •. 0 0 89 
0,0053 
0,0020 
0,0030 

-0,0005 
0,0020 
o.oo34 
0,0031 

135 20 57.4706 
135 4 25.5006 
135 56 12,7959 
135 48 57,4313 

135 24 
135 13 
135 30 
135 28 
135 44 
135 37 
135 16 
135 41 
135 30 

38,9100 
34,2140 
44,1727 
58,2088 
17,0714 
32,3479 
43,3135 

7.8087 
54.2279 

o.oooo 
o.oooo 
o.oooo 
o.oooo 

0,0054 
0.0067 
0.0006 

-0.0001 
-0.0039 
-0.0024 
-0.0026 
-0.0022 
-0.0016 

0.0028 

20841004.87 
20840997.41 
20845358,61 
20846110.69 

20841964.44 
20841927.36 
20842678.35 
20843293.32 
20843281·78 
20843886.36 
20844733.08 
20844704·41 
20845614.89 

20944286,77 
20944284,27 
20945745,11 
20945997,00 

20944608.21 
20944595.79 
20944847,35 
20945053.34 
20945049,47 
20945251.98 
20945535,59 
20945525,99 
20945830,94 

576.0 
527.0 

1103.0 
1415·1 

647.8 
105 3. 0 

744.5 
677,3 
831·0 

1102.7 
11.94,0 
1141,7 
1386,3 

0,0042 
0,0099 AT 

AVERAGE 
3 MAXIMUM 0, 0 0-6 7 AT 4 

EAST LONGITUDE HEIGHT SECTION 
135 20 57,4706 576.0 FT 54 46 

OBS DIRN OBS-ADJ LPL AZ LPL-ADJ AOJ LENGTH OBS LENGTH CBS-ADJ 
30.01 -o,13 109517.077 109517.345 0.268 
44.16 -0,23 110588.570 
9. 77 0,36 9,35 -0.06 86377.049 86377.173 0·124 

AVERAGE 0.24 AVERAGE 0.06 AVERAGE 0.196 
MAXIMUM 0.36 MAXIMUM 0.06 ~1AX I MUM 0.268 

FIGURE 5: STANDARD OUTPUT. WITH NOTICES. WITHOUT TM COORDINATES. DISTANCES IN FEET. 

,......,. 



PROGRA~ A~ENDED 12/ 7166 G~CUETIC SURVEY OF AUSTRALIA COMPUTE[ 15/Q5/67 

SURVEY 4DJUSTME~T - LEAST SQUARES VARIATION OF COORDINATES ON THE SPHEROID 

S,~. - KINGOONYA 10 WUDINNA SECTION !')4 46 

AUSTRALIAN GFODETIC DATUM 
A: 6J7816D.OO MS 1/F= 298,250 

STATIO!\ SE:f<i A L SOUTH LATITUDE EAST LONGITUDE lONE E:ASTII\G MS NORTHING CONVERGENCE: HEIGHT hS 

F"IXED POINTS 

KII\GOONYA NM E 53 1 30 57 46,9738 135 20 57,4701\ 53 53JJ59 ,116 6'574429,047 + 0 10 46,96 175.6 
RENTON NM E 66 2 30 57 38,6658 135 4 25,5006 53 507043,547 6574734,790 + 0 2 16,59 16Q.6 
GAIRDNER NM E 64 11 32 17 42,9566 135 56 12,7959 53 588211,-S09 6426437,828 + 0 30 2,14 .S.36.2 
NOTT NM E 65 14 32 31 20.2833 135 48 57,4313 53 576632,418 6401362,944 + 0 26 19,32 431.3 

AD.;USTED PO II'HS 

CLUCAS ~.!M E 55 3 31 15 ~3.9698 135 24 38,9100 53 539111,974 6541560,708 + 0 12 47,44 197.4 
Cf-IITANILGA NM E 54 4 :11 14 52,8480 135 13 34,2140 53 521535,63~ 6542877,399 + 0 7 2,37 321-0 
~ALJLALUMBO NM E 57 r; 31 28 44,0227 135 30 44,1727 53 548658,790 6517196,813 + 0 16 3. 02 226.9 
Dlf\GO ~m E ss 6 .51 40 2,0750 135 28 58,2088 53 545'7/0. 769 6496333,543 + 0 1'5 12,55 206.4 
HARPER NM E 59 7 31 39 49,3725 135 44 17,0714 53 569969,.,41 6496589,297 + 0 23 14.84 253.3 
BOND ~IM E 60 8 31 50 53,8083 135 37 32,3479 5J 559194,037 6476198,355 -t 0 19 48.53 336.1 
MUI\GO r~M E 61 9 32 6 ;:>0,7733 135 16 43,3135 53 526294,411 6447794,058 + 0 8 53.25 363.9 
JUMPUPPY NM E 62 10 32 5 49,4463 135 41 1,8087 53 564681,972 6448587,005 • 0 21 5:1,,33 348.0 
YA.RDEA NM E 63 13 :12 22 ?1.8146 135 30 54,2279 53 548453,100 6418120.166 + 0 16 32.82 422.5 

Klfi<GOONYA ~!M E 53 SEC[JOI\ 54 46 SERIAL 1 

SOUTH LATITUDE EAST LONGITUDE ZONE EAST!NG NORTHING CONVERGENCE HEIGHT 
30 57 46,9738 135 20 57.4706 53 533359.116 6574429,047 +0 10 46,96 l. 75.6 

TO SERIAL 1\DJ AZIMUTH OBS LAPLACE ADJ LeNGTH 01:'15 
CL.LJCAS NM E 55 3 169 53 30.14 ·0 .13 33380,805 0,082 
CHITANILGA NM E 54 4 200 21 44,-S9 -0.23 33707.396 
RENTON NM E 66 2 270 29 9,41 0. 36 -0,06 26327.725 0,038 

RENTON ~JM E 66 SECTION 54 46 St:RIAL 2 

SOUTH LATITUDE E4ST LONGITUDE ZONE EAST!NG NORTHING CONVERGENCE HEIGHT 
30 57 38,665!l U5 4 25.5006 5.1 5n7n43,547 6574734.790 +0 2 16,59 160,6 

TO SERIAL ~DJ AZIMUTH oes LAPLACE ADJ LENGTH OBS 
KINGOONYA NM E 53 1 90 37 ~9,75 -o, 16 26327.725 0,03H 
CHITANILGA ~IM E 54 4 15:> 3n 2,76 0 .16 35012,679 

FIGURE 6: OUTPUT FOR PUBLICATION: NOTICES SUPPRESSED. TM COORDINATES INCLUDED, DISTANCES CONVERTED FROM FEET TO METRES. 



COMPUTED ••. /~./." STARTOFF (13.0) 

36. This is the date of computation.. It is set automaticalJy,. by 
calling DATE in statement (7.0) in STARTOFF. 

GEODETIC SURVEY OF AUSTRALIA 

SURVEY ADJUSTNJENT ..:. LEAST SQUARES VARIATION OF COOHDINATES ON THE SPHEROID 

STAR~l10FF ( 13. 0) 

37. This occurs on all jobs,. It could be altered by hand for 
overseas use if necessary. 

JOB, SECTION, SPHEHOID STARTOFF (4.0,15.0) 

38~ These are taken directly from the entries on the 3-carcl and 2-
card respectively. 

UNIT WEIGHTS ACCOHD VVITH THE FOLLOWING ST.Al.'ifDARD ERRORS -

:DIRECTION (SECONDS) AZIMUTHS DISTANCES (UNITS) 

STARTOFF (18~0) 

39.1 The quantities tabulated vary with the different weight options 
in column 74 of the 3-card (see paragra:rh 21): 

Entry in Column 74: START OFF 
Statement: 

1 1 1 Blank (22.0) 

1 1 L/206265 w (18.2) 

1 '] SQRT(L/206265) X (20.1) 

0.5 1. 0 0.1 + 3 PPM R (FT) (21.1) 
0+03 + 3 PPM (MS) 

39.2 Each observation equation is divided ·chrough by the respective 
standard. error, but note that the standard error listed is for a direction, 
wl1icJ:1 is n1odifiac1 inteJ:nally to give the standard error of an angle. 

39.3 To alter the R option, it is necessary to alter not only 
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Ai\fSiro.~:-JEC, A.68IGSEC, FTCON, IVTSCON AND PPIVICON, but also J Al'JG, J M~ 
and J'DIST, Four cards are involved, which are blued topped for easy 
reference: STARTOFF (21.1, 21.2~ 23.0 and 24.0). 

39.4 The whole notice is suppressed if the IifOPRIN option in 
colw1m 80 of the 3-card contains a "2". 

WEIGHTS OF ALI, DISTANCES MlJLTIPI"IED :BY ••• STARTO:l!'i!' 35. 0 

40. This notice is only printed if there is an entry in columns 
75-76 of the 3-card, indicating that the WTFACTOR is not unity. It is 
not suppressed by NOPRIN = 2. 

NOIDIIAL SECTION AZIMUTHS 

GEODESIC AZIMITHS STARTOFF (37.0) 

41.1 Normal section azimuths are usual. For continental adjustments, 
where the "observations" consist of azimuths and lengths of whole 
sections of survey, geodesic azimuths may be preferred. It is essential to 
use geodesic azimuths in this program if the "observations" in fact consist 
of geodesic azimuths obtained from program "ROBBINS" or from Hiran surveys. 

4L 2 In I1'Iarch 1966, geodesic azimuths are obtained with the X 
weighting option (see paragraph 21) and in no other way. If geodesic 
azimuths are used, the notice is never suppressed. Yvi th normal section 
azimuths, the notice is suppressed if IifOPRIN = 2. 

OBSERVED VALUES OF ANGLES AllfD AZIMUTHS REJECTED IF MORE THAliT •••• 

SECONDS FROM VALUES COl/iPUTED FROM COORDINATES 

OBSERVED VALUES OF DISTAliJCES REJECTED IF MORE THAl\f 

(UlU11S) FROM VALUES CONLPUTED FROM COORDINATES STARTOFF (17 .0) 

42. The Z and L entries in column 62-65 and 68-71 of the 3-card 
are here reproduced (see Options, paragraph 20), unless ~uppressed by 
NOPRIN = 2. Asterisks will be obtained if the entries exceed 9999. If 
the Z and L entries were blank, values of 100 and 40 are inten~ally 
allocated. 
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NO REJECTIONS MAIN (5.0) 

43. This notice is printed if none of the 0-0 values (see 
Observation Equations, paragraph 6) exceed the Z and 1, limits set 
on the 3-card (see Options, paragraph 20 .• 1). The notice is suppressed 
by NOPRIN = 2; otherwise its absence indicates a faulty adjustment, 
and we obtain the following notice, which is never suppressed: 

THE FOLLOWING OBSERVATIONS EXCEED THE IJDJIITS 

TYPE 1 = ANGLE, TYPE 2 = AZIMUTH, TYPE 3 = DISTANCE 

AT TO il.ND TYPE 0-C 

16 14 17 1 3. 601+003 

16 17 18 1 -3.599+003 LIMITEST (1.0) 

21 22 3 14001+002 

44.1 This example suggests that there is a..YJ. error of about 3600 
seconds, or one deg:r:ee, in the direction from station 16 to 17, which 
has throvm. out both the adjacent angles. In this case, the incorrect 
direction will be suppressed on the print-out by il.NGFORIV[ ( 13. 0-16.0). 
This keeps the average and maximum adjustments printed by STATPRIN 
meaningful. A direction which throws out only one of the adjacent 
angles is not suppressed. 

44.2 The last line of the example suggests there was an error of 
about 100 feet or 100 metres in the distance from station 21 to 22. As 
distances tabulated from higher station numbers to lowest station numbers 
are i6~1ored by the computer (see paragraph 16.23), an error in input 
distance from 22 to 21 would cause no notice to be printed~ Attention 
would be drawn to the error by the notices in paragraphs 52 and 51. 

44.3 Errors of this sort occur not only when the observations are 
faulty, but when the preliminary coordinates are inaccurate. If the 
latter is lil<:ely, the limits L and Z should be set wide on the initial 
nm, and tightened on ite:eation. If the faulty value of 0-G only 
slightly exceeds the values of Z and L set on the 3-card, a cure is to 
increase these limits. It may be necessary to obtain new 5-carcls by 
setting PUNCORTI=1 in colmm1 79 of the 3-card, and then to iterate. 
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oRDER OF Iv1NJ:l.tUX = ••••• BAND WIDTH "".,,,. BANDNLAT SOLTTTION TIJVJE 

IN SECONDS , , • , • NUJI:IDER OF ACCEPTABLE OJJSERVATI0NS OF WHICH 

AlifGLJI:S = ••••• AZIMUTHS ::: • • • • • DIST.ANCJI:S =, •••• " 

lVlAIN (8o0) 
45. 1 rrhe order of the matrix' Jv1AT.SIZEt Ylhich is twice the r:rumber 
of variable points, is formed in NL-UN at (.31 , 2) ~ It is limited to 200 
by the size of the arrays CONSTRHS and OUTPUT, A limited increa::Je 
should be possible, especially for Bodjustments of narrow lJand width. 

4592 The bancl_ width, BAJITDWID, (see paragraph 11 ), is limited to one 
less than tb.e order of the matrix. The ba11.cl widtl1 required by each individual 
observation (THISBAND) is computed in Al'JGFOHiVI (5.0 to 5,4), AZFORI!I (0,.7, 
o.s) and DISTFOPJVl (0.7, 0.8) and put into BANDWID if it exceeds the pr,'='vious 
maximusa value. 

45.3 The number of elements KlVJ:P...X in trw bancl mat~cix is computed in 
IvlAllT (5 ~ 1). n is currently limited to I 0000 by the size of the array 
Bi'JTD~:1AT. Some increase is r)ossible, but hmv much is not known. 

45.4 The solution time of the normal equations is the time taken 
by subroutine B_ANDIT; see ]11AIN (202,1 to 202,,3). 

4-5.5 1l'he nwnber of acceptal)le olJservations is acc-cunulated in NU1VD3EQ, 
and the nmnber of each type in NAilfG~ NAZ and NDIS1l' 1 by the concluding 
statements in Al'·JG:B'ORlVI 9 AZFORlVI and DIST]10RM. CChese accumlators are 
inH;ially set to zero by l\1AIN ( 1. i). There is no lim_i t to the nuj<J1)er of 
observations, as they are processed on2 by one" 

45.6 The notice is su1)pressecl b:y- NOPlUN = 2. 

COORDINATES OF • • . LISTED TWICE. POINT HELD FIXED LATLONIN (20o0) 

4-6. If both a 4-card and a 5-card are included for -bhe same station, 
the ~)~c_;~:ud is ignored. When a.dding new 4-cards to a deck, it is thus not 
necessary to remove the corresponding 5-cards, of which a complete set can 
be left in the deck at all times. However, a tidier output results if 
I'ed:t.mclant 5-cards are removecl. 

ALL OBSERVATIONS AT ••• IGNORED AS NO COORDINATES LISTED STATREAD ( '13 ~ 0) 

tp. If the 6-carcl and 7 ~cards for a stat: ion are left in a deck which 
Co!~.tains no corresl)Onding 4-card or 5-card, the observ-a-tions are ignored. 
This can be convenient when testing alter.a'''-tive adjustments, but before a 
formal adjustment either the coordinates should be put in, or the observations 
taken out 4 
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AT •• OBSERVATIONS TO •• IGNORED AS NO COORDINATES LISTED STATREAD (18.0) 

48. Observations to a station for which there is no 4-card or 5-
oard are ignored. This is convenient when one wants to test the effect of 
leaving out a station; all the obse~rations can be left IDLtouched1 and the 
5-card temporarily removed. 

AT •• SINGLE DIRECTION TO •• IGNORED ANGFOBM ( 1 2. 0) 

49. At least two directions are reCJ.uired at a station before an 
angle observation eCJ.uation can be formed. If inadvertently only a single 
direction has been tabulated, or the others have been removed, the single 
arbitrarily oriented direction is meaningless, and is igr:wred. 

AVERAGE AVERAGE 

M:A.,'\:IMUM AT AT ••• 

50o i The average and mrudmum values of .6.¢, D. A are prini~ed at the 
end of the list of adjusted values, unless suppressed by NOPRIN = 2~ 
The stations at which the ma"'Cima occur are indicated. The main use of 
these values is in deciding whether to iterate an adjustment - see 
paragraph 77 • 

ORIENTATION CONSTk~T AVEi'iAGE 
}JIAXIMill[[ ... AVERAGE 

MAXIMUM 
... AVERAGE 

MAXIMUM 

51.1 The average and maxim~un adjustment to each observed quantity 
is printed after eve~J station, unless suppressed by NOPRIN = 2., 

51.2 In the input, directions are arbitrarily oriented. In the 
output, adjusted azimuths are listed. To compare the two sets, the input 
directions are rotated through an angle called the Orientation Constant, 
to make the best mean fit on the adjusted azimuths. ORIENCON is computed 
by STATPRIN ( 6. "12 ff) • Thus : 

OBS DIRN = Input direction + Orientation Constant 

The value of an input direction can be deduced from the output 
by reversing this formula. It is, however, much more convenient to look 
at the actual data deck, or a listing of it, whenever possible. 

51.3 These average and maximum values are formed without regard to 
sign., 
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WHOLE AilJUS'I'IImNT 

AVERAGE AVERAGE ... AVERAGE • •• 

MAXIMUM ... :MAXIMUM • • 9 AT •• AND •• MAXI MOM . .. AT ••• 

ABSOLUTE 

AVERAGE .... .AVERAGE ••• .AVERAGE ••• 

STATPRIN (22.0 ff) 

52.1 The first two lines give the average and maximum values, for 
each type of observation, without regard to sign, for the whole adjust
ment. The stations at which maxima occur are indicated. 

52.2 This notice is an important guide to the quality of the 
observations. If the maxima are low, say 1.5" for directions and azimuths 
and 1.5 feet for distances on first order work, the adjustment is likely 
to be free from serious error, unless a series of- l-arge corrections occur 
together. The maximum values are easily located and checked. 

52.3 This notice is never suppressed. No adjustment should be 
accepted until it has been read, and a check has been made·to see that 
there have been no rejections. 

52.4 The absolute averages are formed with regard to sign, and 
should be close to zero, in free adjustments. They will only be exactly 
zero if all the observations of each type l1ave equal weights. This will 
only occur with distances if theW option (colunm 74 of the 3-card -
see paragraph 21 ) is le-ft blank. 

TIME FOR THIS SECTION •••••••••••••••• SECONDS MAIN (13.0) 

53.1 This is the time which elapses between statement 1.0 m1d 
100.0 in MAIN. It excludes the time taken to process the 1-card and 
2-card, and to set various accumlators to zero at the start of a data 
deck. The time at any insta."lt is obtained from the computer clock by a 
statement such as 

TIMENOW == TINIEI!' ( DUMMY ) 

53.2 The notice is suppressed by NOPRIN = 2. 



ASTERISKS IN A NUJ'JIERICAL FIELJJ 

54. If for exrunp1e the computer tries to print the number 0. 04 
in a format F].l,instead of printing "0.0" it prints ll->H<-X-" as a warning 
that the 4 has been dropped. For many survey purposes 9 this is a 
nuisancei if the adjustment to an angle is less than 0 11 .005, surveyors 
would rather have O"aOO printed than asterisks 1 which causes alarm to those 
not acquainted with their significance. In the VAHYCORJ) prograrrun, steps 
have been taJcen to program round this difficulty by such statements as 

IF (ABSDLAT.LE,5E-05) SECDLAT ~ 0, 

but it is conceivable that asterisks may still occur in some unforseen 
combination of circumstances, Note that it is the absolute 1,ra,lue of the 
function that must be less than or equal to the set limit~ otherwise all 
negative values are set to zero also. 

DIAGNOS'riCS 

55,1 ,;Q}..§:.&~1osLics give information about an adjustment which has failed. 
Notices give information about an adjustment~ which while not necessarily 
satisfactory, has not terminated abnormally, Notices are listed separately 
in p2-ragraphs 34-54. 

55o2 There are two sorts of diagnostic, those written by the monitor 
system, and those written by the Varycord program, Diar:;nostics about Jrrors 
in the Fortran are not here considered - see the Fortran Jieference Manual 
(Control Data Corporation, 1964), Appendix I-L 

56. These occur when the program loses control and the monitor 
automatically to,lces over. Tho program is designed to maJ:e loss of 
control rare, but no way of preventing loss of control by format errors 
in the data is available in IVJarch 1966. After a monitor diagnostic, the 
proc;:e2"m cannot regain control, and subsequent adjustments are not rt.m. 
Adjustments suspected of containing format errors should therefore be 
placed at the end of the job" 

57. See F'igure 7. 'rhe diagnostic indicates that a format error 
vras found on tape 60, the standard in-out tape, when the format 
statement shown was read from subroutine STATRE:An. The arrows indicate 
tliat an asterisk was found in an F4 format. This occured on the 7-card 



DATA ERROR nURING INPUT CONVERSION ON TAPE • 60 
INVALID CHARACTER ON INPUT 

FORMAT,., 036764 
({2,13X,J3,2(F4,F3,F7,F3>,F12,F4) 

1' 

DATA"' 032400 

7 8 13 1 2 360 0 o,oo 1,0 213 51 52,26 o,o 

*** 
A : 6060606060606060 Q : 0000002100032357 

ERROR DETECTED IN ROUTINE J/0 TSH, 
CALLED FROM STATREAD + 00162 
CALLED FROM MAIN + 00242 
CALLED FROM VARVCORO + 00010 

FIGURE 7: DIAGNOSTIC FOR INPUT FORMAT ERROR 

*** NEG ARG, 

A : 5775:1.77777777777 Q : 7777777777777777 
ERROR DETECTED IN ROUTINE SQRTF 

CALLED FROM DISTFORM ,.. 00057 
CALLED FROM 08SFORM + 00077 
CALLED FROM MAIN + 00250 
CALLED FROM VARY CORD + 00010 

••• NEG ARG, 

A - 5775177777777777 Q = 7777777777777777 -
ERROR DETECTED IN ROUTINE SO RTF 

CALLED FROM DISTFORM + 00057 
CALLED FROM OBSFORM + 00077 
CALLED FROM MAIN + 00250 
CALLED FROM VARYCORO + 00010 

*** NEG ARG .. 

A = 5775177777777777 (~ = 7777777777777777 
ERROR DETECTED IN ROUTINE stmTF 

CALLED FROM DJSTFORM + 00057 
CALLED FROM OBSFORM + 00077 
CALLED FROM MAIN • 00250 
CALLED FROM VARY CORD + 00010 

FIGURE 8: DIAGNOSTIC FOR SQUARE-ROOT OF NEGATIVE NUMBER. 

56942,862• 
t 
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. for section 8-13, on the ray from station serial 1 to station serial 2., 
The faulty card ~an be found at once. It is often wise to consider if 

. subsequent cards in the same deck are likely to have similar errors. 
:. In this case, the 7-card concerned contains a Laplace azimuth, and was 
probably punched by the computer. The asterisk was found in t 1'E: ~~:0:~1:.;_e.ridual 

weight for the distance probably because the weight had been set to 
. "1E2" or some similar value, which the computer cannot punch in an E. 
format. Subsequent 7-cards containing Laplace azimuths may well contain 
asterisks too, and should be checked~ On re-running 1 it is wise to 

.put this adjustment last. 

RECOVER Til\llESUP 

58. The time limit entered on the JOB or RUN card has been 
attained before the job is complete. Either the limits can be 
increased or jobs kept smaller. The last adjustment attempted is 

: likely to be incomplete. 

· RECOVER PRINT LIMIT 
t; 
~ ! 59. rrhe print limit entered on the RUN card was insufficient for 
~ the size of the job. Limits should be kept reasonably small. Otherwise 
I a faulty job may run on and waste a lot of money; and the operators run 
r short jobs before they run long ones. 

f 
~. RECOVIill OPERA'J:IOR TERM 

60. The job has been terminated by the operator, 'rhis will seldom 
be done without good cause, such as a torn card, a dropped deck, or 
such a long delay without visible action that the operator believes the 
pros~am has gone into a loop, and it would be kinder to the customer to 
terminate the job than to let it run on to the time limit. If the operator 
terminates the job unnecessarily (as has occurred when unusually large 

t number of normal equations were being solved, keeping the machine busy 
but silent for about four minutes), a free re-run should be requested. 

NEGATIVE ARGIDIIENT 

61.1 If the computer is asked to compute the square root of a 
negative number, it prints out a diagnostic showing the subroutine in 
which the mistake occurred. See Figure 8. The machine tried to take 
the square root of three negative numbers in DISTMOD. This has occurred 



when weights have been inserted for distances on ?-cards punched by the 
computer, i.e., those 'that cohi;ain Laplace azimuths .. 

If the individual weight box was originally blank, -0.0 was punched, 
to distinguish the blank from an entry of 0.0. When the weight was 
altered to 2o0, without deleting the negative sign, this diagnostic 
was obtained. 

61.2 The adjustment does not stope The square root is taken as 
zerq, and computation proceeds, but in survey calculations the results 
will nearly always be incorrect. It is therefore essential to re-run the 
job with the faulty cards corrected.. 

UNCHECKED ENTI OF FILE 

62. This diagnostic is printed if the computer finds a ~ end-of-
file card without having reached the instruction STOP, as would occur 
if the 9-card were omitted. The last adjustment computed should be 
checked, but is likely to be satisfactory, if the 9-·card is missing. 
If the 9-card is present, some other irregularity at the end of' the 
deck has likely occurredo 

LOADER ERROR 

63. Loader errors occur if both the Fortran and binary decks for 
a subroutine are inadvertently included in the deck, or if both are 
omitted. They may also occur when the program loses control due to an 
unknown cause - see the next paragraph. 

CONTROL STATEMENT FORMAT ERROR 

64.1 This diagnostic occurs, usually without any further clue, 
when t~e program loses controlo Known causes have included the 
followingo 

64.2 AttemQ~ed division by zero; causing exponential overflow. 
This occurs with some weighting systems if the distance computed from 
-t~e preliminary coordinates is zero. This could occur if two 5-cards 
erro:q.eously contained the same coordinates, or if faulty serial numbers 
implied ~observation from a station back into itselfo The program 
diagnostic "Serial. Numbers Faulty at ., ...... a 

11 (paragraph 72) has been 
incorporated in the program ·to overcome the latter' aifficulty. 
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64e3 Subscripts exceeding the declared dimension of an arrayo 
For e~ample, the dimension of the array SINLAT is declared in COMMON 
to be 140. If the program looks for SINLAT (141), it will likely look 
at the first element in the next array, COSLAT (1). This may contain 
garbage, and send the program out of control. 

64.4 For further assistance with monitor diagnostics, see C.S.I..R.Q,, 
Computing Research Station publication EPA 4 (1966)~ 

PROGRAM DIAGNOSTICS 

65. When a program diagnostic is written, the program retains 
control.. A switch occurs to entry point DATAFAIL in subroutine MAIN, 
which reads through the rest of the cards in the faulty deck nntil an 
$-card is enconntered1 when the next adjustment, if any, is processed 
normally. 

Written by MAIN: 

"NO 7 CARDS AT .. • STATIONS. ADJUSTMENT TERMINATED". Statement 23. 

66. This indicates that a 4-card or 5-card has been included for a 
station where a 6-card and ?-card have been omitted. Even for intersected 
points, where no observations have been made, a 6-card and at least two 
?-cards, one of each sort, must be included in the deck; otherwise the 
station name is noyrhere'recorded, and the print-out fails. It is 
advisable to include a ?-card for every ray into a station, even if there 
are no outward observations, containing the station numbers for the ray 
but with the observation boxes left blank. 

"MAT~IX SINGULAR. NO COEFFICIENTS IN COLUMN II Statement 11" 

67.1 For the causes of singular matrixes, see paragraph 12o Columns 1 
and 2 refer to the first variable station, 3 and 4 to the next variab:t~~ 
station, and so on. Thus if there is no coefficient in' column 31, the:r.:~ 
were insufficient observations to fix the 16th variable station. If the 
first or last column has no coefficient, it suggests that either there 
was no redundancy to adjust, or there were insufficient fixed points. This 
diagnostic has also been obtained when more than 15 observation cards have 
been included at a stationo 

"MATRIX PARAMETERS FAULTY. 4J)JUSTMENT TERMINATED" .. Statement 20.1 

67.2 This diagnostic is called by subroutine BANDIT at st~tement 0.8. 
It indicates that the order of the matrix or the bandwidth is zero or 
negative, or the bandwidth is greater than or equal to the order. As the 
order and the bandwidth are now calculated intern~lly, it 'is unlikely that 
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this diagnostic wi~l occur in future • 
. ' 

"PARITY ERROR ON SCRATCH TAPE • " • Statement 26 • 

68. Three scratch tapes a~e used for the temporary storage of 
information, which are checked for parity errors when they are read. If 
a parity error occurs the tape is automatically re-read three times. If 
the parity error persists, this diagnostic is printed. A free re-run 
should be re~uested with new tape. In 1967, the tapes have been replaced 
by a drum, and this dia~ostic is unlikely to occur. 

Written by STARTOFF 

"2 ... C.ARD MISSJJii'G" St'atement 12. 

69. This indicates that either a 2-card has been omitted, or the 
1-card and the 2-card have been placed in the wrong order. More generally, 
the diagnostic may occur if there is some error in the card order at the 
beginning or end of an adjustment. 

Written by L~TLONIN 
1 

"NO FIXED POINTS" 

"NO VARIABLE POINTS" 

Statement a. 
Statement 13. 

70.1 This indicates that the 4-cards or the 5-cards have been left out 
of the deck. 

"LATLONGS NOT FOLLOWED BY 6 CARD"o Statement 15. 
I 

70 •. 2 The last 5-card is normally followed by the 6-card for the first 
station. The diagnostic indicates that either this 6.;.card has been omitted, 
or there is a stray card among the 4-cards or 5-cards. 

"5-CARDS OUT OF ORDER AT ••• AND ••• " Statement 23 • 
._/ 

71. The 5-cards must be in numerical order by station serial numbers. 
There is no objection to gaps at the beginning or in the middle of the 
se~uence. But if a higher number precedes a lower number, the adjustment 
is terminated, and this diagnostic is printed giving both the offending 
serial numbers. 

These four diagnostics written by LATLONIN are followed by: 72. 

"SECTION • • • • • 4 • SKIPPED". Statement 16.i 

Written by STATREAD. 

nsERIAL NUMBERS FAULTY AT • II • Statement t; ) ... 
73. This indicates that the same station serial number has occured 
twice on the same card, i~e., that an ob~ervation has apparently been made 

\ 
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from a station back into itselfa Errors in station numbers may cause 
monitor diagnostics, as the computer searches the store for functions 
of the non-existent station, ani the program loses control. A distance 
of zero can also cause an "exponential overflow" monitor diagnostic, 
terminating the complete job, when a division by zero is attempted by 
DISTFORM (12.1). 

"ERROR IN CARD ORDER AT • • • SECTION • e • SKIPPED11 Statement 17. 

74• The 7-cards at the indicated station either contain, or are 
followed by, a card other than a 6-card or an 8-card. The most usual 
case is a 7-card in which the ''7" has not been punched. 

Written by LIMITEST 

II • BAD OBSERVATIONS, ADJUSTMEN"T TERMINATED." Statement 2 • 

75.1 The number of rejected observations which the program will try to 
tolerate, together with the rejection levels, is fixed by entries on the 
3-card - see "Options 11

, paragTaph 20.1 G Too many rejections will cause the 
matrix to be singular. 

75.,2 The diagnostic indicates that the limiting number of bad 
observations has been attained. The bad observations .will be tabulated 
immediately above = see Notices, paragraph 44. 

INSPECTION OF OUTPUT 

76. On receiving an adjustment from the computer, the following points 
should always be checked: 

(a) Correct &pheroid? 

(b) Correct weighting system? 

(c) Any rejected observations? 

(d) Maximum values of 6..~9 6.A ; is iteration req_uired? 

(e) Average and maximum adjustments to observations; do they 
accord with the expected q_uality of the work? 

(f) Stations at which maximum adjustments occur; does the data 
need checking? 

ITERATION 

77.1 The formulae in paragraph 5.,2 include the distance and the 
azimu~hs between the stationso The values used in the computer are those computed 
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from the preliminary coordinates. If the preliminary coordinates are 
incorrect, the azimuths and distances will be incorrect, and the 
formulae will be inexact. It is then necessary to iterate, Convergence 
is quick, and the following empirical table may be used as a practical 
guide: 

Maximum error in preliminary 
coordinates: 

20". 

3". 

0".5 

0",25 

Maximum error in adjusted 
coordinates: 

3". 

011 ,0004 

0",0001 

77,2 The computer can punch out the adjusted coordinates on 5-cards, 
ready for immediate substitution in the data deck - see paragraph 26, 
Completely automatic iteration has not been programmed, as it is always 
desirable to inspect the output, as in paragraph 76, before iterating, 
The name of the station is punched out in columns 66-80 of the 5-cards; 
this is ignored by VARYCORD, but could be useful if the cards are 
required for other purposes. 

RECORDING OF ADJUSTED COORDINATES ON CARDS 

78. If there is an entry in PUNCORD and Transverse Mercator 
coordinates are computed, then a 10-card is punched, prior to each 5-card, 
giving the TM coordinates in the following format: 

Column 1 - 2: 10 

3 - 26: Station name 

27 - 29: UTM Zone 

34-- 43= Eastings in metres 

46 - 57= Northings in metres 

60 - 71: Convergence 

74 79= Height. 

If the point lies in a zone overlap, an 11-card is also punched, giving 
coordinates in the adjacent zone, The format is identical except that 
columns 1 - 2 contain 11, and the height is omitted, 
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78.2 Taken together, 10- 1 11- and 5-cards contain all the adjusted 
coordinates for a point ready for sorting and listing by some other 
program. 

ALTERNATIVE VERSIONS 

79.1 As the number of options gets large, the incorporation of 
additional options gets increasingly difficult. At some stage it 
becomes almost impossible to ensure that every possible combination of 
options works cori·ectly, It is easier to make alternative versions of 
the program for different tasks. 

79.2 In May 1967, the following versions exist. In each case, 
only a few subroutines are affected, Fortran listings can be 
supplied on request. 

VARYTWO 

80.1 All the write statements, which are normally routed through 
logical unit 61, are duplicated through logical unit 41, Program 
VARYTWO can be used as follows: 

1. Eight part listings can be obtained, four parts from each of two 
printers, by inserting the following EQUIP cards: 

*EQUIP, 4l=LP,4P 
*EQUIP, 6l=I1P, 4P 

If fewer than 8 copies are required, either of the printers can 
be equipped with one or two part paper, and if one of the 
printers is not required, logical unit 41 (but not logical unit 
61) can be by-passed: 

*EQUIP, 4l=:SY 

2, The two printers can be used to produce different versions of the 
output, by inserting a special version of subroutine STATPRIN, 
which produces normal output with TM coordinates on logical 
unit 41, but a listing with the observations and corrections 
suppressed on logical unit 61 (see paragraph 27.4). Thus one 
can obtain up to four copies of one version and up to four copies of the 
otherwith a single 'pass through the computer, 

3. The output can be listed on magnetic tape, from which further 
copies can be obtained with program TAPELIST, more cheaply than by 
recomputation with program VARYCORD. A listing of what is put on 
the tape is obtained from the other logical unit: 

*EQUIP, 4l=(NGA/66/l),MT,SV 
*EQUIP, 6l=LP 
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Subroutine STARrOFF contains two extra statements, which print the section 
number in a special format immediately before each section, and an end-of
file mark immediately after the last section 9 which enable program TAPELIST 
to select any particular section for listing, instead of listing the whole 
tape. 

VARYPLAN 

The affected subroutines are: 

VARYTWO (Main program) 
MAIN 
STARTOFF 
PRINCORD 
NEWCORDS 
STATPRIN 

80.2 This version can only be used with the Transverse Mercator option 
(see paragraph 25). In addition to coordinates and convergence, the point 
scale factor is printed for each station, and the following are listed for 
each ray: 

Grid Bearing 

Plane Bearing 

Plane ])istance 

(= Adjusted azimuth plus convergence) 

(= Arctan (t,E
2 + .6N2

)) 

( = SQRT (6E
2 + [).N2)) 

The arc-to-chord correction is the plane bearing minus the grid bearing; 
the line scale factor is the plane distance divided by the adjusted length. 
Neither is listed. The affected subroutines are: 

VARYGRAJ) 

VAJlYPLAN (Main program) 
NEWCORDS 
STATPRIN 
ENCONV 

80. 3 The inpu·t; directions and output azimuths are in grads and three 
decimals (100 grads equal one right angle). This version is used for 
adjusting photogrammetric radial triangulation, using angles read on a 

.. Wild RT 1 radial triangulator. The affected subroutines are: 

V ARYGRA]) (Main program ) 
STATREJA]) 
STATPRIN 



VARYNW 

80.4 The standard program is designed for use in Australia, and unsigned 
latitudes are taken to be south, and unsigned longitudes to be east. For 
occasional use in the northe~ and western hemispheres, unsigned latitudes 
and longitudes can be fed in, and correct results will be obtained, provid8d. 
all input azimuths are changed by 180° , i.e., measured clockwise from south. 
All output azimuths will similarly be measured from south, but all 
coordinates and adjusted quantities will be correct. Program VARYNW works 
with north latitudes, west longitudes, and azimuths clockwise from north. 
The affected subroutings are: 

V ARYNW (Main program) 
MAIN 
LATLONIN 
NEWCORnS 
STATPRIN 

It would not be difficult to make a version for use with latitudes north 
and longitudes east. 



PROGRAM V AllY Appendix A 

This is the master program. The rest are subroutines. It is 
simply a dummy, which calls subroutine MAIN. The main program may not 
have an alternative ENTRY point, and it is convenient for MAIN to have a 
second entry point, DATAFAIL. 
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SUBROUTINE MAIN Appendix B 

This is the "main subroutine, whose chief function is to call 
the other subroutines in succession as required. See the block diagram, 
Figure 2. 

0.1 EQUIVALENCE. See the Fortran manual, page 4-7 & Tlie band 
matrix of the coefficients in the normal equations BANDM:AT shares 
storage with the arrays ISTA •• a • SECLON listed in the first COMMON 
statement, which are either destroyed (591 to 6o0) or temporarily 
stored on magnetic tape, befo~e the normal equations are formed. 
Similarly, the column of the constants on the right hand side of the 
normal equations, CONTRHSP shares storage with the solution OUTPUT. 

0.2 COMMON. See the Fortran manual, page 4-4. All the COMMON 
blocks of storage used anywhere in the program are for convenience 
tabulated here 9 whether they are used by subroutine MAIN' or not., Cf.'he 
gaps in the serial numbers of the COMMON blocks are not significant. 
The dimension of the arrays are declared in the COMMON statements, 
avoiding duplicate DIMENSION statements. To increase the size of any 
array, for examplep the number of fixed points, it is necessary to 
alter the present dimension 40 and 140 to say 60 and 160 in all COMMON 
statements. It will also be necessary to alter some DO Limits. 

0.5 TYPE INTEGER. It is necessary to declare all integers 
which do not begin with the letters I, J, K, 1, MorN. Similarly, 
many subroutines contain a TYPE REAL statement, declaring those 
floating=point quantities which, bymischa.nce or for convenience, 
start with the letters I, J, K, L, MorN. 

Oo6 Various constants are defined, which remain in store for all 
adjustments., 

1.0 This is the starting point of each separate adjustment. The 
time is registered, and various counters, accumlators and arrays are 
set to zero. 

2o0 Subroutine STARTOFF is called to read and process the 2-card 
and the 3-card~ followed by subroutine LATLONIN, to process the 4-cards 
and 5-cards~ 

2.2 Before anything is written on the scratch tapes 51, 52 and 
53, they are checked to ensure that they are in the REWIND state~ 

3.0 Subroutine STATREAD is called to read and process the 6-card 
and 7-cards for one station onlyo On return; the signal N is checked. 
If zero~ the program continues normally. If negative, there is a jump 



Appendix E continued 

to 17.07 skipping the formation of observation equations, but letting the 
adjustment proceed; this occurs for example when no coordinates have been 
listed for the station. If N is positive, the adjustment is terminated (due 
typically to en error in the card order), and there is a jump to 99.0, 
DATAFAIL, to get rid of the remaining data cards for this section before the 
next adjustment is attempted. 

18.0 Subroutine OESFORM is called to form all the observations equations 
at this one statione 

18.1 The arrays of observed quantities IOESVAt, OE~lAL at this station 
are written in binary on scratch tape 51. These arrays are formed by 
STATREAD, but the writing on ifape is delayed until after the observation 
equations are formed, so that bad observations m~ be delBted. The number 
of stations NUMBOES is increased by one, and the signal N re-set to zero .. 

17.2 If a 6~card follows, data for another station is wai ti.ng~ There 
is a loop back to 3. 0, and this loop is re:g;eated until all the data J::vas 
been read, and all the observation equations formed. After the last station, 
there will ~ --a;p. 8-caxd, and the program then continues .. 

17 .. 3 There must be 7-cards for all stations for which there are 4- or 
5-cards, evBn if all the observations are blank» (e.g. t an intersected 
point) • NUMB013S is checked against the sum of NUMFIX and NUMV AR, and if there 
is a discrepancy, a diagnostic is printed, there is a • jump to DATAFAIL, and 
the adjustment is terminatedo 

22.0 The arrays ISTA and STA, containing thB fixed data for each 
station, are written in binary on scratch tape 53. The limit MAXAT, the 
highest station serial number, has been formBd by LATLONlll at 7. o .. 

31.1 Scratch tape 52, conta~ning the observation equations formed 
in ANGFORM, etc., is rewound .. 

31.2 ThB order MATSIZE of the matrix of the coefficients in the 
normal equations is twice the number of variable stations.. The formula for 
cal.-Ju"!.ating EANDWID in subroutines ANGFORM, etc;.,. can sometimes give a 

I 
value E(qualling or :exceeding MATSIZE. If this occurs, EANDWID is set to 
MATSIZE - 1, as the band width is defined to exclude the principal diagonal. 

, BMINUS
1

I/I. ista parameter required by subroutine BANDIT, which solves the 
norma equa ions o 

l 

31 .. 5 If no value of 0-C has exceeded the arbitrary limits set on 
the 3-card, "NO REJECTIONS" is printed unless suppressed by NORPIN = 2. 

5 .. 1 KMAX is the number of elements in the band matrix. If the order 
of the matrix is N, and the band width exclusive of the principal diagonal 
is M, then 

KMAX = (M + 1) (2N - M) I 2 

The arreys EANDMAT and CONSTRHS which are to contain the normal 
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equations are c.le1;ll'ed to zero. This storage has previously been used for 
the arrays in the first two COlV!MON statements. 

6.1 The observation equations written by ANGFORM etc., on tape 
9 

52, were rewound at 31.1 above 9 and are now read back in, one at a time, 
for processing by subroutine NORMFORM. A parity check is mad~ on reading. 
If it fails, there is a jlimp to 98.0 below, a diagnostic is printed~ and 
the adjustment terminated., Otherwise NORMFORM is called for each 
observation, until the final coefficients of the normal equations have 
been formed in BANDMAT and CONSTRHS. 

202.5 The counter for the number of observed angles, NANG, is also 
used internally in ANGFORM as an on-off signal, by incrementing it by 
5000. It is here necessary to subtract 5000 from NANG if it exceeds 
that figure. This device currently sets an artificial limit of 5000 on 
the number of observed angles that can be incorporated in one adjustment, 
but the restriction could easily be removed., 

202.6 Details of the matrix are printed unless suppressed by NOPRIN =2e 

8.1 On return from BANDIT, the signal N is tested. If N is 
negative, BANDIT was called with impossible parameters; if positive, 
the matrix was singular, with zero coefficients in column No In either 
case, a diagnostic is printed, and there is a jump to 99.0, DATAFAIL. 
If N is zero, the program proceeds, rewinding scratch tapes 51 ana 53, 
which now contain the arrays IOBSVAL, OBSVAL and ISTA, STA respectively. 

10.3 The whole of arrays ISTA and STA are read in and parity checked. 
If the check fails, a diagnostic is printed at 98.0 and the adjustment 
is terminated at 99.0 

2$o1 Headings are printed for the output of adjusted latitudes and 
longitudes. Subroutine PRINCORD is called to print the adjusted 
coordinates. 

34· ... 1 The adjustment will b~ terminated at this stage if NOPRIN 
= 1; otherwise subroutine STATPRIN is called to print the adjusted 
and observed values of all the observed quantities, station by station. 
STATPRIN reads scratch tape 51; if a parity error occurs it returns with 
signal N set to 1. A diagnostic is printed at 98.0 and the adjustment 
is terminated at 99.0. 

1 00.0 The time for this adjustment is printed in seconds unless 
NOPRIN = 2. This ends this adjustment and there is a loop via 99~0 to 
1.0 above, li!Xld thence to STARTOFF, to see if another adjustment follows. 

98.0 This is the printer for the diagnostic indicating that a parity 
error has occured on scratch tape ITAPE. 
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99.0 This is the entry for DATAFAIL and terminates the adjustmente 
Cards are read in and discarded until an S-oard is foundt whereupon 
control reverts to 1.0 above, and the next adjustm~nt, if any, is begur1. 
If there is no fltrther adjustment, a card of type 9 is read by STARTOFF 
and the programme is terminated with all the data cards cleared through the 
card reader. 
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SUBROUTINE STARTOFF 

STARTOFF reads in and processes the 1-, 2-, 3- and 9-cards. It 
computes some functions of the spheroid 9 and prints notices regarding the 
options. 

0,4 DIMENSION. The size of most arrays is declared in COMMON, A 
DINlENSIONstatement is here used to declare the size of two arrays ·which· 
occur in this subroutine only. Both are titles written in alpha,;.numeric 
characters. A word contains eight characters~ so these arrays of 5 and 6 
words contain 40 and 48 characters respectively. 

1.0 A card is read on the standard input card reader, logical unit 
60, using FORMAT statement 2. 

2.1 If it was a 9=card9 there is a jump to STOP, and control 
reverts to the monitor system. This is the normal termination of a run. 

6,0 If it was a 3-card, there is a jump to 7.0 below, On the first 
adjustment of any run, and optionally on later ones, the first card read 
will be a 1-card, which will be followed by a 2-card, defining a spheroid. 

9.1 If a 1-card is not followed by a 2-card, a dia~1ostic is printed, 
and there is a jump to DATAFAIL 9 terminating this adjustment. 

10.0 When a 2-card is read., various functions of the spheroid are 
computed, and stored in COMMON/4/ for use by other subroutines. There is 
a loop back to 1.0. This time a 3-card should be read, containing the 
section number and name, followed by the options, 

7.0 When a 3-card is read, the DATE is called, and the initial notices 
are printed, followed by the job and section names from the 3-card, ~d the 
spheroid data from the last 2-card. Format statement (13.0) contains the 
date the program was last amended, and is blue topped. 

16,1 Weights are now set according to whether the weight option (column 
74 on the 3-card) contains a blank, W, X or R, and the corresponding notice 
is printed, unless suppressed by NOPRIN = 2. The values of the standard 
errors in the R op·hion are set in statements 21.1, 21.2, 23.0 and 24,0. 
These cards are blue topped. 

31.1 The weight factor option for distances (column 75-76 of the 3-card) 
is processed, unless the entry is blank, indicating a factor of 1. 
Otherwise, the square root of the factor is set in RTWTFACT, and a notice is 
printed. 

35.1 With the weight option X9 geodesic azimuths are used, and a notice 
is printed. Otherwise, normal section azimuths are used, and a notice is 
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printed unless suppressed by NOPRIN = 2. 

39.1 If the limits Z and 1 on the 3-card have beeri left blank, they 
are set to 100" and 40 units of lengthe If the number of permissible 
rejects LIMIT has been left blank, it is set to 5. A notice is printed 
showing the values used, unless suppressed by NOPRIN = 2. 

17.1 At the END of ·the subroutine, control automatically reverts to 
the calling program MAIN. 



SUBROUTINE LATLONIN Appendix D 

LATLONIN rea'ds in the preliminary coordinates for all points, 
and computes various functions of the latitudes. 

0.8 Three counters and the array INDIC are set to z~ro. 

2.0 A card is read. It should be a 4-card (for a fixed point), 
a 5-card (for a variable point) or a 6-card (if all the coorinates have 
been read in). There is a jump to 4~0, 5.0 or 6oO·accordingly. Any 
other type of card gives a jump to 9~0. Latitudes are put in DEGPHI 
etc., and longitudes in DEGLAM, etco, as DEGLAT and DEGLON are dimensioned 
arrays used for the adjusted quantities.: 

4.0 Wh€n a 4-card is read, NUMFIX is incremented, the station serial 
number AT is registered in the array IFIX, and the signal INDIC(AT) is 
set to 888, the arbitrary signal for a fixed point. There is a jump to 7.0. 

5.0 When a 5-card is read, NUMVAR is incremented, and the serial 
number AT is registered in IVAR. If INDIC(Nr) is blank, it is set to 
(2 x NUMVAR). Thus the cohunn numbers in the normal equation matrix for 
each variable point are INDIC(AT) and. INDIC (AT) -1. The program is 
currently limited to 100 variable points, 200 columns, so the arbitrary 
888 label for fixed points is well clear. If INDIO (AT) was not blru:J.k, 
coordinates for this poi..rrt h~Ne already been read in, and there is a jump 
to 19.0 

1~0 For both fixed and variab1e pointl::l, there is a check to see 
if AT is the largest value so far read; if so it is registered in MAXAT, 
which is needed by MAIN at 22.0 

7.1 Function RADFOBM conv®rts the lat:i tudes and longitudes to 
radians. With the standard input for use in Australia, signs are altered 
so that latitudes become positiYe north, and longitudes positive west. 
The relevant cards are green topped; it is easy to change the signs for 
other conventions in the input. Special binary subroutines should be made~ 
See paragraph 80.4 

7.3 The sine and cosine of the latitude are computed, and subroutine 
RHONU called to compute Rho and Nu. Then there is a loop back to 2~0 
to read the next card9 

19.0 If the same point is listed twice, it is held fixed with the 
coordinates read in first, and a notice is printed. This is sometimes 
convenient: if we want to hold a poi.."l.t fixed, we can insert a. 4-cardt 
but it is not essential to remove the corresponding 5-card. 
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6.0 When all the preliminary coordinates have been read in, there 
is ·a check to ensu:re that the-re is at least one fixed and at least one 
variable point. If there is no fixed point, the matrix is singular; and 
if there are no variable points, we are wasting our time. If all is well, 
the-re is a· REI'URN to the calling subroutine MAIN. Otherwiset a diagn9stic 
is printed, and there a jump to 14.0. 

9.0 If LATLONIN encounters a card which is neither a. 4-, 5- or 
6-card, a. diagnostic is printed. 

14.0 All diagnostics are followed by the legend "SECTION •••••••• 
• • • SKIPPED". The adjustment is terminated and DA'I.A.F.AIL called. 
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SUBROUTINE RHONU 

RHONU computes p and V at station IAT, given ..A, E2 
and SINLAT(IAT). 

To obtain SINLAT, the whole of th~ bulky :S.ANDlVIAT block has to be made 
available in COMMON. 

The formulae used are: 3A 
~ =- a (1 -· e"-)/ (I- e2:sin'L~) 2. 

v"' a./( 1 - e_"L si n'2..<f> )Y.2. 
:By first computing 

( 
'2.. • 2. L) ~ BOT = I - e. s I n 't' 

the computation of both p and v can be programmed in three statements, 
without further exponentiation. 

At the end, control ret-q.rns to the 9alli..11.g subroutine, usually 
LATLONIN. In some versions of the programme where e a:ad ll~ for the adjusted 
points are included in the trig list, RHONU is called again later by 
NEWCORDS at 0.17o 
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SUBROUTINE STATREAD Appendix F 

STATR]l!D reads in all the obsel."Vations a·t one station. 

0.9 Counters and signals are set to zeroo 

20.0 A card is readG The first 6-card has already be~n rl!!ad by 
LATLONIN and the initial ?-card containing the station name arid height 
is expected. If a 7-card is-not fo1.1nd, there is a jump· to 16.0, and 
th8 adjustment is t-erminate-d. 

1.1 If theM option is in use, heights in feet have to be 
converted to metrefl. Heights are read and printed in A format, to 
ensure that blank heights a.r.e printed as blanks, not as zero. Thus it 
is necessary to DECODE before multiplying by 0.3048, and to ENCODE 
again afterwards, and then convert any zeros to blanks. 

2.0 INDIC(AT) is tested to S(!)e if any coordinates have been read 
for this station. If ndt, all· the obse-rvations at this station are 
ignored.; there is a jump to 7.0, and the signal NOCORD is set to 1. 

2.1 Before reading any observations, it is neceBsary to clear the!! 
array RADIBN to zero~ because RADIRN (NUMLINE + 1) is tested against 
zero in ANGFORM (0.7 )• It is for this reason that t}fe DIMENSION of 
RADIRN is 17, not 16. It is not necessary to clear the corresponding 
arrays RADAZ and OBSDIST. 

12.0 NUMLINE is incr&ased by one, and a ?-card read, which should 
be of the second sort, containing observations. 

6.1 If the M option is in use, distances are multiplied by 0.3048'" 

662 If NOCORD has been set to 1, indicating that observations at 
this station are to be ignored, another card is read forthwith. This 
loop is continued until all 7-cards at this station have been read, 
and a 6-card or a~ 8-card has been found. Then NOCORD is s~t back to 
zero, the signal N is set to -·1 (indicating that observation equations 
should not be formed at this station), aha control reverts to the 
calling subroutine MAINo 

22.0 If the card read at 12.0 was not a 7-card, there is a jump 
to 3. 0. This may be the norma.l termina·tion of the station by a 6-card 
or an 8-card, or it may be an abnorm:=di ty. 

22.1 If a serial number by o~ersight exce~ds 140 (the maximum 
dimension of numerous arrays in CO:!Iii:MON) the program would lose control, 
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and the whole run be terminated" Again 9 if by mischance the serial number 
AT e~uals TO~ a comput~d distance would later be obtained e~ual to zero. 
On dividing by zero :in DISTFORM ( 12 ~ 1 and 14.1), an "exponential overflow·11 

failure vwuld occur~ and again the whole run would be terminated., 'lio avoid 
abnormal termination~ theil values of AT and TO are here tested9 and if 
unsatisfactory, a diagnostic is printed, and DATAFAIL call6d. Any subsequent 
adjustments will rtUl normally. 

8e0 INDIC(TO) is tested to see if there are any coordinates listed 
for the distant point. If no·t~ there is a jump to 9.0 below., 

1 Oe 0 Directions and ,azimuths are converted to radians using function 
RA.DFOB.M~ and stored in COMMON /14/. 

10.3 If no individual weight has been listed for a direction, it is 
here given an individual weight of 1 .Oo For azimuths and distances; the 
equivalent step is more conveniently taken in subroutines AZFOP~(7.0) and 
DISTFORM(7. 0). 

19.0 AT and TO are stored in IO:BSVAL, and the observed quantities 
and individual weights are stored in O:BSVAL, ready to be writtt!m on 
scratch tape ·51 by MAIN (18.2) 9 after the observ;ation equations have been 
formed. Then there is a loop back to 12 .. 0 above 9 to rea..d the next card .. 

9~0 If the distant station has no coordinates listed, observations 
to it are ignored, a notice is printed, NUMLINE is· d.ecreased by 1 9 and 
there is a loop back to 12.0 to read ~he next card. 

7.0 If the observation sta·tion has no coordinates listed, all 
·observations listed there are ignoredp a notice is printedt NOCORD is 
set to ~~ and there is a loop back to 12a0 to skip tltrough the rem~ining 
cards at the stationo 

3o0 When a card other than a 7-card is read, observations at this 
station are concludedp but NUMLINE is too big by 1" RADIRN(NT.JMLINE) is 
set to zero, in case the last card had a fraudulent entry (see 2ol above). 
NUMLINE is then decreas<!d by 1 ? STATION (an array of three 8-letter words)~ 
NUMLINE and HEIGHT are stored in the array ISTA~ and. RADLAT. and RADLON are 
stored in STA, ready to be written on scratch tape 53 by MAIN (22a0) when 
all the stations have been read. 

3-.9 When all the data at this station has been reac. ~n, the last 
card read should be -either a 6·-card (if another station follows) or an 
B-eard (if this was the last station in this adjustment). Control then 
returns to the calling subroutine MAIN. 

16.0 If any other type of card is read, a diagnostic is printed, 
and N is set to 1 before!\ returning to MAINo This in effect calls DATAFAIL~ 
and this adjustment is terminated. 
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SUBROUTINE OBSFORM 

OBSFORM controls the formation of observation equations by sub
routines ANGFORM, AZFORM and DISTFORM. It is--called i:mniediately after 
STATREAD and deals with observation at only one station at a time. · -
Hence the arrays in common /14/, /19/ and /20/ are of dimension (16) only. 

0.3 For each of the NUMLINE usable observation cards at this 
station, the serial number TO of the distant station is obtained from the 
array JTOJ P (which is checked by ANGFORM AT (o.6)) is set to zero; 
subroutine ROBIN is called and the forward and reverse azimuths and 
distance there computed are stored in the arrays COMFWDAZ, COMREVAZ and 
COMPDIST; and the sines and cosines of the azimuths are computed and 
stored. 

1,2 Starting again at the first line, TO is again obtained from JTO, 
and the signal ITYPE (required by ANGFORMs eto.) is set to zero. · 

1,4 If ANGCLO is blank, closing angles of a round are to be included 
as observations, and ANGFORM is called if there is an observed airectian 
RADIRN,. If ANGeLO is not blank, closing angles are to_ be igno_red; and 
ANGFORM is only called if there is an observed· direct~an on the next linee 
'Being wary of small round-off err~rs, RAiliBN is not tested against a-

- precise zero, but against 5 X 10- .. radians p about O" .,OOIQ It is because 
it isnot easy at this point to distinguish bla.nks:from zeroes, that the 
ope:ging direction of a round may not be tabulated as 0° OO' 00. 11

9 and 
360 OO' OO." has to be entered instead" 

4.0 If there is .an a.zimuth observation 9 AZFORM is called. 

4.1 If there is an observed distance, DISTFORM is called9 but only 
if the serial number TO is greater than AT,. It is convenient to list 
distances an the data sheets at both ·terminal stations, but one entry is 
superfluous, and the entry at the station with the larger serial number is 
ignored. 

2.0 There is a loop back to (1.2), and all NUMLINE cards are processed 
in turn. When all observation equations at this station have been formed, 
control reverts back to the calling subroutine MAIN. 
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Slf.BROUTINE ROBIN 

ROBIN computes the forward and reverse azimuth and the distance 
between two points, in the normal section9 usin~ Robbin's (1962) formulae. 
Normal section azimuths are subsequently converted to geodesjc azimuths if 
required. 

The difference in longitude DELON is computed and tested~ 

2.0 If DELON is zero, the line li~s in the meridian.g and the latitudes 
are tested to see if the line is going north or south. If the difference in 

f latitude is also zero 9 the azimuths and the distance are all set to zero, 
[ and there is an immediate REI'URN. 
~ \ 

15.0 

If the line is running due south, FWDAZ and REV AZ are set to o. 
If the line is running due north, FWDAZ and REVAZ are set to Pio 

1 .o If the line is not in the meridian 9 and is going eastwards, FWDAZ is 
set to 0 and REVAZ to Pi. 

If the lL"r1e is going westwards, FWDAZ is set to Pi and REVAZ to 0. 

These temporary settings are modified in 9.Q belowo 

7.0 The sine and cosine of the difference in longitude are computed, 
and J and K set equal to the station serial numbers AT .and TO respectively, 
for finding entr,;ies in the arrays in COMMON block /B.AN:DMAT/. 

7.3 The following are then com1mted~ , . 
2 2 '··' 

TANPSI ( 1) = ( 1 - e ) tan ~2. + e vt sin~/ve_ cos ~2.. 
FOUR ( 1 ) = cos~ 

1 
TANPSI ( 1 ) - sin~ cos D.~ 

AZ ( 1) = arctan '(sin~~ /FOUR ( 1)) 

The values of J and K are then reversed, so that J = TO and K = Nf, and the 
loop repeated to find the reverse azim~tho 

8~ 1 PSI =+2 is computed ~rom 1f4NPSI ( 1) and the absolute value of 
4Z(1) checked to see if it lies within an arbitrary limit of 0.3 radians fro~ 
the meridian. If it does, then 

TWO 

if not, ~ :rv1o 
= FOUR (·t) 

Sin ~"'-= 
I 

I 
cos 

sin 

AZ(1) 

AZ(1) 
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.ANGFORM forms an observation equation from the observed and 
computed values of an angle? at station serial number AT, to TO and 
AND.. Angles are formed by taking directions in successive pairs and 
subtracting., Unless the ~GCLO option is exercised by making an entry 
in column 73 of the 3-card, the exterior or clos:ing angle of a round, 
between the last and the first directions listed, is used to form an 
observation equation~ There are then as many observation equations as 
there are directions, and the choice of the first direction, as well 
as its orientation, is arbitrary. If external angles are to be omitted, 
then the directions must be so listed that the external angle comes 
after the last direction and before the first. Angles are considered 
positive clockwise from TO to ANDo Directions are normally listed in 
clockwise order, but the program does not fail if a station is out of· 
order, so long as there is no blank or zero direction in the sequence., 

0.6 The coefficients in the observation equations are formed in a 
separate subroutine PQR, which is now called if P(LINE) is zero, 
:indicating that this is the first direction a.t a sta,tiono The values in 
the array Pare reset to zero before each stationbyOBSFOBM (0.,5). 

0.7 There is a check to see if the direction RADIRN (LINE) is the 
last direction at this station or not., Normally ANDIRN is the direction 
on the next card, but if the direction on tha next card is zero 9 then 
the closing angle is formed with the direction on th~ first carde It is 
for this reason that lines over which directions have been observed must 
be listed consecutively first.. If there is a gap in the sequence, the 
system for computing angles from directions fails., 

3.0 If RADIRN(LINE) is not the last direction listed~ AND is 
found from the array JTO, PQR is called, and ANDIRN, etc., are set~ 
using (LINE+ 1) in each case. 

4.0 If RADIRN(LINE) is the last direction~ there is first a check 
to see if it is the only direction, as a single direction has no meaning. 
Ir a single direction is found, a notice is printed, and control reverts 
to OBSFORM. More usually, AND is found from the 'array JTO, and ANDIRN, 
etc., are set, using the values for line 1., Subroutine PQ.R for line 1 
has already been called at Oe6 above 9 so that P(LINE + 1) is now set equal 
to P(1), and so on. The dimensions of tpe arrays P,Q and R have to be 
17, not 16o 

5o0 The band width THISBAND for this particular observation equation 
is calculated. Unless there are gaps in the sequence, the band width is 
equal to twice the range of the serial numbersp plus oneo If there is a 
gap or if a fixed point intervenes in the sequence, the band width will be 
less, but the program foregoes this possible advantage. If THISBAND is 
the largest value so far obtainedp it is stored in BANDWID. It is not 
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ANGFORM fdJ;."lllS an observation equation from the observed and 
computed values of an angle~ at station serial number AT~ to TO and 
ANDo Angles are formed by taking directions in successive pairs and 
subtractingo Unless the ANGCLO option is exercised by making an entry 
in column 73 of the 3-card, the exterior or closing angle of a round9 

between the last and the first directions listed~ is used to form an 
observation equation~ There are then as many observation equations as 
there are directions, and the choice of the first direction, as well 
as its orientation, is arbitrary. If external angles are to be omitted, 
then the directions must be so listed that the external ang·le comes 
after the last direction and before the first. Angles are considered 
positive clockwise from TO to ANDo Directions are normally listed in 
clockw~_se order, but the- program does not fail if a station is out of· 
order, so long as there is no blank or zero direction in the sequenceo 

0.6 The coefficients in the observation equations are formed in a 
separate subroutine PQR, which is now called if P(LINE) is zero? 
indicating that this is the first direction at a station. The values in 
the array P are reset to zero before each stationbyO:BSFORM (Oo5 )o 

0.7 There is a check to see if the direction RADIRN (LINE) is the 
last direction at this station or not. Normally ANDIBN is the direction 
on the ne'xt card, but if the direction on the next card is zero, then 
the closing angle is formed with the direction on the first carde It is 
for this reason that lines over which directions have been observed must 
be listed consecutively firsto If there is a gap in the selquence, the 
system for computing angles from directions failso 

3.0 If RADIRN(LINE) is not the last direction listed, AND is 
found from the array JTO, PQR is called, and ANDIRN, etc., are set, 
using (LINE + 1) in each case. 

4.0 If RADIBN(LINE) is the last direction, there is first a check 
to see if it is the only direction, as a single direction has no meaning. 
Ir a single direction is found, a notice is prin~ed, and control reverts 
to O:BSFORM. More usually, AN'D is found from the 'array JTO, and .ANDIRN~ 
etco, are set, using the values for line 1 o Subroutine PQ.R for line 1 
has already been called at 0.6 above 9 so that P(LINE + 1) is now set equal 
to· P(1 )~ and so on. The dimensions of the arrays P,Q and I~ have to be 
17, not 16., 

5.0 The band width THISBAND for this particular·observation equation 
is calculated. Unless there are gaps in the sequence, the band width is 
equal to twice the range of the serial numbers 9 plus one. If there is a 
gap or if a fixed point intervenes in the sequence, the band width will be 
less, but the program foregoes this possible advantage. If THISBAND is 
the largest value so far obtainedp it is stored in BANDWID. It is not 
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possible for the band width to exceed one less than the orde:r: of the mat:t':i:X: 9 

and a check that the computed value of :S.ANDWID :i.s less than or equal to 
MATSIZE~l is made in MAIN at (31.2), after all the observations have bea~ 
formed. 

5.4 The observed value of the angle is ANDIBN 1 calculated above, 
minus RADIBN( LINE) • If negative, it is increased by 2 11 radians. 

5.6 Similarly, the value computed from the preliminary coordinates 
is ANDFWnAZ minus COMFWDA.Z(LINE) ~ which is also increased by 211 if 
negative. The difference OMINC is calculated, and a check made to ensure 
that it is a small angle near zero, not 360°. The latter could occur if 
distanoes were short and preliminary coordinates in.accurate. O:MINC is 
converted to secondso 

5.12 The signal ITYPE is set to 1 9 indicating an angle. 

5.14 If OMINC exceeds the limit Z (see paragraph 20.1, and Appendix C, 
39.1), subroutine LI:MITEST is calledQ On return, NANG is tested. NANG 
serves two purposes~ it is a counter for the number of angle equations 
formed, but by adding 5000 it also serves as a signal. A faulty direction 
causes angles to fail in pairs. NANG indicates whether it is the first or 
second angle, flanking a faulty direction, which has called LIMITEST. If 

_it is the second angle, the 5000 is removed and O:BSVA1(1 9LINE), which 
contains the offending direction is set to zero before returning. If it 
is the first angle, NANG is increased by 5000, and there is an immediate 

~ return to O:SSFORM without forming an observation equation. ~'his keeps 
LllJITTElST failures out of the average and maximum ad.justments computed by 
subroutine STATPRIN o 

14o0 :Blank individual weights have been converted to 1.0 in STATREA~ 
at (10~3). If the directions to TO and AND both have i.ndh"idual weights 
of 1.0, the individual weight of the angle :i.s 13. Otherwise the individ.ual 
weight of an angle is calculated from the formula (wt :x: w2) / (wl + w2), 
and the square root of the weight is put in ROOTWT. 

18.0 If the R weighting option is in use~ the observation equation has 
to be divided through by ANSIGSEC. See STARTO]~ (21.1). This is 
conveniently done by dividing ROOTWT by ANSIGSEC. 

18.1 The coefficients of the observation equations are fo~~d using P9 
Q. and R from subroutine PQ;R - see Appendix M for the defini. tions of P, Q 
and R. Using subscripts 1 9 2 and 3 for A'r, ~~0 and .AND, the observation 



equation is: 

(Pl3 - P12) 6,~1 

Q12 D~ 2 

+ Ql3 ~~ 3 + 

Appendix I continuedo 

(Rl3 - R12) 6-Al 

~2 .6.A 2 

~36 " 3 

See "Observation Equations" 9 pa:r·agraph 6" The six coefficients and the 
constant term OMI.NC are stored in the array O:SSEQo 

9,0 The coP,fficients and the constant term are multiplied by ROOTWT 
unless ROOTWT equals oneo 

BoO The values in the array INDIO for AT 9 TO and ANJ) are stored in 
the array IO:SSEQ. The numbers in INDIO give a guide to the column 
number in the normal equation matrix - see Appendix D9 note 5o0. 

8o3 The arrays IO:SSEQ and O:SSEQ are written in binary on scratch 
tape 52, The counter NUMBEQ for the total number of observation 
equations, and NANG for the number of angle equations 9 are both increased 
by one, and control retur.ns to the calling subroutine O:SSFORM. 

,', 
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AZFORM forms an observation equation from the observed and 
computed value of an azimuth. The change in the observed Laplace 
azimuth due to the adjustment in longitude of the observation station 
is automatically allowed foro 

0.5 If ITYPE = 1 (see ANGFORM (5.12)), ANGFORM will already have 
called PQR, compu~ed the bandwidth, and stored AT and TO in IOBSEQ. 
If the azimuth has been observed along a line over which the~e is no 
observed direction, ITYPE will still be zero (see OBSFORM (1.2))~ and 
these tasks are now done here. 

1.0 In an azimuth equation 9 only two stations are involved, so 
IOBSEQ (3) is set to zero. 

1 o 1 The difference OMINC between the observed and computed 
azimuth is put in the range -llto + Tr. This avoids trouble when the 
observed azimuth is say 00° 00 1 01" 9 and the computed azimuth is say 
359° 59' 58". 

1o4 The signal ITYPE is set to 2 9 indicating an azimuth. 

1~5 If OMINC exceeds the limit Z (see paragraph 20.1 and Appendix 
C, note 39.1), subrout~e LI~ITEST is called. On return, OBSVAL (2, 
LINE) which contains the offending azimuth is set to zero, deleting it 
from the output. Control then return to OBSFORM. 

7o0 If the individual weight of the observed azimuth has been left 
blank, imp-lymg a weight of 1 .o~ ROOTWT is· set -to ~1.0~ Otherwise, ROOTWT 
is set to the square root of the individual weighto 

12.0 If the weight option has been set to X in column 74 of the 
3-card, requiring weights of azimuths and distances to decrease with 

the square root of the len~ of the line, FACTOR is set to ROOTWT x 
SQ,RT (Lo sin 1 11

). 

14.0 Alternatively, if the weight option has be~n set to R, FACTOR 
is s~t to ROOTWT/AZSIGSEC, - see STARTOFF (21.1). 

9. 0 The observation equation is 

pl''2. A~,- ( R,'2.- Sh"\<P,) t::::.'A, + Q_\'2 . .'6~'2.. + R,'2..6Ae_ = 0-C 
The coefficients and the constant term are stored in OBSEQ. As only 
two stations are involved in an azimuth equation, OBSEQ.(5) and (6) are 
set to zeroo 



Appendix J continued:. 

5.0 All terms in the observation equation are multiplied by 
FACTOR= 1. 

4. 0 The arrays Io:BSEQ anq O~S~ .~e stored in binary on scratch 
tape 52. The counter NUMBEQ for the total number of observation equations, 

·and ~AZ for the number of azimuth equat·ions, are both increased by one, 
and control returns to OBSFORM. 
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SUBROUTINE DISTFORM Appendix K 

DISTFORM forms. an observation equation from the observed and 
computed values of a distance. 

0.6 If a direction or an azimuth has been observed over the same 
· line, ITYPE will already have been set to 1 or 2 by .ANGFORM or AZFORM, 
'arid the calculation of the band width and the insertion of INDIC(AT) 
and INDIC(TO) in IOBSEQ can here be oJJlitted. 

1,0 In a length equation, only two stations are involved, so 
IOBSEQ(3) is set to zero, 

. 1.1 The signal !TYPE is set to 3, indicating a distance, , The 
difference between the observed and computed distance is put in OMINC, 

1 • 2 If aMINO exceeds the limit 1 (see paragraph 20. 1 arid 
Appendix C, note 39.1) subroutine LIMITEST ~s called. On retu:rn, 
OBSVAL(3,LINE) containing the f'aulty distanee'·is set to zero, deleting 
it from the output, Control then ret'lll.'ns to OBSFORM, 

~ 

7.0 If the individual weight o£ the distance has been left blank, 
. implying a weight of 1 ,0, ROOTWT is set equal to RTWTFACT, - see Appendix 

C, note 31.1, Otherwise RTWTFACT·is multiplied by the square root o£ 
. the individual weight., 

12,0 If the weight option has been set equal toW in column 74 of 
the 3-card, FACTOR is set equal to ROOTWT I L, sin 1". 

13~0 If the weight option has been set to R, FACTOR is set to ROOTWT 
divided by the vector sum o£ 0.1 ft + 3 parts per million of the distance, 
or whatever values have been entered in STARTOFF (23,0) and (24,0). 

14,0 If the weight option has been set to X, FACTOR is set to 
.1. 

ROOTWT I (L,s:in 1") 2 

15.0 If the weight option is blank, FACTOR is set to ROOTWT, 

9,0 The observation equation is: 

- v'2. sin A2..1 c.o~ ~2- sin I 
11
.- D.~ 1 

1/ ""' _ r '2.. c. o s A '2-l si-n I . D.'f'Z. +Vz. sin A21 c.o.s~.,_ sin 1'~ D.'Aa =- 0-C 

The coefficients and the constant term are stored in the array OBSEQ, 
As only two stations are involved in a length equation, OBSEQ (5) and 
(6) are set to zero. 



Appendix K continued. 

5.0 All the tams in the observation equation are multiplied by 
FACTORo 

4.0 - 'l'he arrays IOBSEQ and OBSEQ are written 'lli binary on scratch 
tape 52. The counter NUMBEQ for the tot~l number of obserVations 
equations, and NDIST for the number of l~gth equations, are both increased 
by one, and control returns to OBSFORMa · 
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SUBROUTINE LIMITEST Appendix L 

LIMITEST is called when the difference between the observed and 
the computed value of a,qua.:ptity exceeds the.specified limits Lor Z 
(see paragraph 20.1, and Appendix C~ note 39.1). 

0.3 If LIMITEST is being called for the first time, headings for 
the diagnostics a~~ printed. 

4g1 The counter LIMITEK is increased by one. LIMITEX is set to 
zero at the start of each adjustment by MAIN at 1o1. 

4.2 If ITYPE is not 1, LIMITEST has been called by either AZFORM 
or DISTFORM, so AND is set to zero. 

4.3 The station serial numbe~s and ITYPE are printed, thus 
identifying the faulty observation~ followed by the offending value of 
OMD:fC; which is either in seconds of arc, or in units of distance. OMINC 
is printed in floating-point "E" format, as its 'magnitude is u:t¥mowno 

1s1 If .the counter LIMITEX is less than the value of LIMIT, control 
returns to the calling subroutine. But if· the LIMIT has been attained., 
a diagnostic is printee;l and DATAFAIL called.p terminating this adjustment 
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'SUBROUT±NR PQ& Appendix M 

PQ]f. forms the coeff~cients P, Q an.d R 'for the angle and 
azimuth observation equations~ ;~he subroutine has to be called with 
AT, TO and LINE as parameters, not in GOMMON, because ANGFORM often 
calls PQR for the subsequent line, foT which the values of P, Q and 
R currently in COMMON are incorrect. 

The coefficient~ areg / 
P,'2. = f·· Sl11 A 1'2.. L 
Ql'l. .... ~'2.. S.l '0 A '2..1 I L 
R,oz. =- v':l.., c.o.s A.u c.o.s~"L./L 

Computed azimuths and distanc-es have to be used, since observed azimuths 
are frequently not avail~ble for distance equations, and vice versao It 
is for this reason that preliminary coordinates must be reasonably accurate 
and iteration is sometimes necessaryo See paragraph 77 .. 



i 
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SUEROUTINE NORMF'ORM Appendix N 

NORMFORM adds an observation equation, one at a time, into the 
matrix of the coefficients of the normal equations. The values in IOBSEQ, 
OBSEQ for each observation equation in turn are read from scratch tape 52 by 
MAIN at 6.,2 NORMFORM forms squares and products, and adds them in to the 
appropriate coefficients of the normal equation matrix. 

0.6 The six column numbers ISIX in the normal equation matrix which 
corresponds to ~~Mfor the three· stations in the observations equations are 
first calculated. In the matrix, the first two colums are allQCated to 
for the· first variable station, the n~xt two columns to the next variable 
station, and so on. Thus, in general, -€ach observation equation deals 
with six columns,A~,~Afor AT, TO and AND respectively. However, station 
AND will not exist for azimuth and distance equations; and any of the three 
points may be fixed, having no unknown values ~'b).. • · · In these cases, 
IOBSEQ(L)·will be 0 or 888 respectively (see ANGFORM s.o and LATLONIN 5.0). 
otherwise, 

IOBSEQ(L) = INDIC(AT) = 2 x (serial number of ~ach variable station). 

A ]Q loop is entered with L = 1 to 3, corresponding to AT, TO and AND. If · 
IOBSEQ(L) equals 0 or 888, ISIX(2_L) and ISIX(2L-1) are set to zero. otherwise, 

ISIX(2L) = IOBSEQ(L) and ISIX(2L-1) = IOBSEQ(L)- 1 

1 .. 10 The subroutine now enters a pair of nested DO loops. Each 
column ISIX is tak-en in turn~ If it is zero, it is skipped. otherwise 
the inner DO loop is entered, and again each column ISIX is taken in turn, 
and again., if zero, it is skipped. Otherwise, a sum or product is formed 
as follows. 

1.5 It is first necessary to ensure that coefficients when formed are 
all in the upper right half of the symmetrical matrix. The lower of the 
two column numbers in ISIX now under consideration is placed in ILO, and 
the higher in IHI., On the main diagonal, ILO and IHI will he equal. 

a. 1 Subroutine INDEX is called with ILO and IHI to obtain the 
corresponding serial number in the linear array for the band matrix BANDMAT. 

8.2 The square or product OBSEQ(I) x OBSEQ(J) is added to any previously 
existing value in ~ANDMAT(K). 

5.1 On the conclusion of the inner DO loop, the product OBSEQ(I) x 
OBSEQ(7) is added into the relevant element of CONSTRHS. OBSEQ(7) is 
the 0-C term, and CONSTRHS is the- column matrix of constants on the right 
hand side of the normal equations. 
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4.1 On the conclusion of the outer DO loop 9 control returns to the 
calling subroutine MAIN 9 and subse(iuent observation equations will be 
processed the same way uhtil all NUMBEQ observations have been processed, 
and the matrices BANDMAT and CONSTRHS are complete. 
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SUBROUTJNE JNDEX Appendix 0 

INDEX takes, the row and column numbers I, J of an element in 
a matrix and computes the equivalent serial number K in a linear array 
corresponding to the upper half of a band matrix - see Figure 9: 

J = 1 2 3 4 5 

I = 1 1 2 3 • • 

2 4 5 6 .. 

3 7 8 9 

4 10 1;1 

5 12 

Figure 9: Values- of K for the elements I, J in a band matrix of 
order N = 5 and band width M = 2. 

0.1 The values of N, M and M-N must be in the COMMON block ~r. 

0.2 Two parameters IMINUS1 =I- 1 and ITEST = (M-N)+(I-1) are 
computed. In figuxe 9, M-N = -3; ITEST takes the values -3 to +1 as I 
goes from 1 to 5o 

0.3 From the first f~w lines, until ITEST be.comes positive, the 
value of K is: 

K = (M+1)x(I-1) + J- (I-1) 
= M x (I-1) + J 

0.4 Towards the end, however, this value of K must be modified, 
as the last few lines of the band mat:!;'ix are not M+1 in lengtht but 
gradually diminish to 1. Accordingly, when ITEST is positive, 

K = K - (Sum of the numbers from 1 to ITEST) 

I TEST 
=K.~ ~- i 

i = 1 

= K - ITEST~(ITEST + 1) I 2 
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SUBROUTINE BANDIT 

BANDIT solves 1the normal equations by the Choleski or Square 
Root method: see paragraph 13. The coefficients in the band matrix 
are stored in a linear array A, and the constants on the right hand
side of the equations in the array Bo An element in row I and column J 
of the band matrix is stored in element K of the linear array A. 
Subroutine INDEX (Appendix 0) is used to find K given I and J. 

BANDIT is called with five parameters: the order of the matrix, 
the band width, the arrays A and B, and a.n error signal IERR. 

0.4 The order and band width are set in N and M, and :rvi-N caloiilated. 
All three are stored in the COMMON block INVERT .for use by subroutine 
INDE1Co If any impossible combination occurs, !ERR is set to -1, and 
there is an immediate return to MAIN, where a diagnostic is printed and 
the adjustment terminated. 

o.6 The triangular matrix S is now fo11nd, such that its product 
with its transpose S 1 is equal to the band matrix stored in A. A DO 
loop is entered for each of the N rows of the matrix, and the following 
functions of the row number I are calculated: 

I+l; 

I-1; 

JMAX, the maximum value of (I+M) or N; 

wx, the maximum value of (I-M) or 1. 

0,11 For each row in turn, the diagonal element DIAG is found from. 
the general formula 

"Jaii i-1 

1: 
? 

si. s~. 
l. ..· l. i > l 

In a band matrix, the limits of Q for the summation are from D4AX to I-1. 
The sum is accumulated in TElMJ?. 

1.3 If the square root of the diagonal term is zero or negative, 
!.ERR is set to the row number, and there is an immediate return to MA.IN, 
where a diagnostic is printed and the adjustment terminated. Npr.mally 
the square ruot is calculated, and Sii replaces aii in A(I,I). 

1.6 Each non ... diagonal term in row i, from col'tlllllls (I+l) to JMAX 
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is now found from the general formula 
i=1 

sij "" (aij ~ [ s.Qj_ s.,ej) 1 sii , j>l 

fu 
In a band matrix 1 the limits of Q. are once again from IMAX to 
new Sij replaces aij in A(I 9J)o 

(I=l). Each 

4.1 When the original matrix A has been completely replacedoy S9 
the first back substitution is done, to replace the original coltimn 
matrix B containing the constant terms by the temporary column matrix Y. 
derived from the matrix equation 

SY"" B 

The general formula is 

Y:i i~l 

A DO loop is entered for each of the N rows. IMAX is set to the maximum 
ofi=M or 1. In a band matrix, the limits of P. are then from IMAX to I ... l, 
and each Yi replaces bi in B(I). 

6.1 A second back substitution gives the unknowns x: 

The general formula is 

N 
Xi = ( Yi - [ siQ xQ ) I s:U. 

Q.:=i+l 

i< N 

There is no ]Q loop. Initially J is set equal to N, and decreased by one 
for each row. In a band matrix 9 the limits of .Q for each row are l'rom 
IPLUSl · "" ~T + l to IMAX? the minimum value of J + M or No Each computed 
value of xi replaces Yi in B(I). 

8.4 When J is reduced to zero 9 the solution is complete, and control 
returns to subroutine MAIN. 
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Appe:r..dh: Q, 

SUBROUTINE PRINCORD 

PRINCORD controls the printing of adjusted coordinates. The 
actual printing is done by subroutine NEWCORDS. 

2.0 A heading is printed for the fixed points. The char~ in 
coordinates for the fixed points is set to zero, both in seconds and in 
radians. 

2.2 A DO loop is entered for the NUMFIX fixed points. The serial 
number of each fixed point is obtained from the-array IFIX. ·-- N'UMFIX and 
IFIX were set by LATLONIN (4.0), NEWCORDS is then called to print the 
coordinates of the fixed point. 

1,0 When the last of the fixed points has been processed, a heading 
is printed for the variable points, and four accumulators are set to zero. 

4.2 A DO loop is entered for the NlJAWAR variable points, and -~he 
serial number of each ya:riable station is obtained'fro:Df the ·array IVAR. 
The adjustments ~<\>,b.)vin seconds are obtained from the array--OUTPUT. 
They are converted to radians, and subroutine NEWCORDS is called. 

4.10 The sums of the absolute values of 6<f> ,6-A , in ·seconds,-are 
accumulated in SUMDLAT, SUMDLON. If the current absqlute value is the 
largest so far obtained, it is stored in MAXDLAT or,MAXDLON. 

5.1 When all the variable. points have been processed, the· average 
and maximum values of the adjustments are prin_ted, .unless suppressed by 
NOPRIN "" 2. 

7.1 At the end, control returns to the calling S'lJ.broutine MAIN. 



SUBROUTINE NEWCORDS Appendix R 

NEWCORDS prihts the list of adjusted coordinates in one of two 
forms~ depending on whether Transverse Mercator coordinates have been 
re~uested or not. 

0.7 The unadjusted latitudes and longitudes in radians are in 
STA(AT,1) and STA(AT,2), to which the adjustments in radians are added. 
The adjusted values are converted to degrees, minutes and seconds, and 
stored in arrays in COMMON, as they are also printed out by subroutine 
STATPRIN later. For Australian use, th~ signs of the adjustments and 
the adjusted ~uantities are converted to positive south and positive 
east before printing. 

0 .. 13 If the adjustments are less than 0".00005, they are set 
exactly to zero. Otherwis-e asterisks instead of zeros are produced on 
the output - see paragraph 54. 

0.15 The sine and cosine of the latitude are calculated, and 
Rho and Nu computed. 

0.16 If TM coordinates are not re~uired, there is a jump to 6.0 
below, skipping the greater part of this subroutine. 

0.17 If TM coordinate~ are to be computed, the longitude is converted 
to degrees and made positive east. Subroutine MERIDIST is called with 
BADLA!.PM, and returns with themeridian distance in EM. The zone number 
is calculated using the parameters for the Universal Transverse Mercator 
proj-ection stored in MAIN at (0.6ff). The longitude from the central 
meridian in degrees, DEGDELON, is calculated. The signal LAPZONE is 
set to -1, +1 or zero, depending on-whether the point lies in a western or 
eastern zone overlap, or in neither. 

11.0 The longitude from the central meridian is converted to radians, 
RADELON. Subroutine ENCONV is called to compute eastings, northings and 
convergence~ EAST, NOR and RADCONV. 

11.1 At this stage it is impossible for LAPZONE to e~ual 2, but 
if the point lies in a zone overlap, it will be set to 2 by statements 
41.0 and 43.0 below, causing a loop back to statement 11.0. 

32.0 FaJse-eastings and false northing are computed, and the 
coordinates~ convergence and zone number are stored in COMMON for use by 
subroutine STATPRIN. On this first run in the central zone, FN2 (AT), 
the fals-e northing in the overlapping zon-e, is s-et to zero as a signal, 
which is read by STATPRIN at (75.1). There is a jump to 34.0 below. 



77 Appendix R continued, 

34.0 The- sign of the convergence is calculated and put in EWC 
in H format. The sign _.qonv-ention is 

Grid Bearing = True Bearing + Col;lvergence 

The cpnvergence is converted from radians to degrees, minutes and seconds. 
-~ ... 

37.2 The coordinates of the station are printed. 
entry in PUNCORD in Qolumn 7 9 of t1le · 3-card, the name 
the eastings; northings, convergence, zone an.d .height 
on a 10-card, and there is a jump to 31. 

If there is an 
of the station, 
are punched out 

31.0 If·LAPZONE is,not zero, indicating that the point lies in a 
zone overlap~ the zone number and long~tude from the central meridian 
are changed to the aC4jacent zone, LAPZONE is aet to 2, and there is a 
loop to 11.0 above. Coordinates and convergence are then computed in 
the adjacent zone, printed by statement 39, and punched-(unless.PUNCORD 
is blank) by statement 4•1• There is then a jump to 44.0 below. 

6.0 If Transverse Mercator coordinates are not computed, the 
alternative output is printed, - the station name, serial number, 
latitude, longitude, Rho, Nu and height. 

44.0 If PUNCORD is not blank, latitudes and longitudes are punched 
out on a 5-card, in the exact format required for immediate reinsertton 
in the data deck, enabling the adjustment to be iterat-ed, see paragraph 
77• Note however, that if the coordinates of an azimuth station are 

changed by chang'].ng a 5-card, it is es:?-ential a.l so =e·o change the 
corresponding·7-card punched by STATPRIN (57 .o) else the Laplace equation 
will be upset. Note also that 5-cards are punched for all points, whether 
they were· fixed or variable. If the same points are to be held fixed on 
iteration, the old 4-cards can be used and the new 5-cards thrown away; 
but if previously fixed points are to be allowed to vary, the new 5-cards 
are available. 

2$ '1 At tpe end, contro~ returns to the calling subroutine PRINCORD. 
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SUBROUTINE STATPRIN Appendix S 

STATPRIN prints out the adjusted and observed values of all 
the directions, azimuths and distances. The coordinates of each station 
are also printed, tpgether with the differences between the observed and 
adjusted quantities, and the average and maximum differences. Two formats 
are available, depending on whether 'I'M coordinates are required or not. 
At the end, the average and maximum adjustments for the whole section are 
printed. Subroutine STATPRIN' is not called if NOPRTIT (column 80 on the 
3-card) is· set to 1; the output then tenninates after the initial trig list 
is printed. 

0.9 Various counters and accumulators are set to zero,;-

1.2 This· is the start of a major DO, containing the greater part of 
the subroutine 9 one loo:p for· each of the ~"11MJ3CJ.fS stations. NUMBOBS is 
calculated in MAIN at (18.2). 

1,11) A counter and accumulator is set to zero o 

1.4 IOBSVAL and OBSVAL, for one station only- are read in from 
scratch tape 51, and checked for parity errors. If an error has occurred, 
N is s~t to 1, and there is a return to MAIN; a diagnostic is printed 
and DATAFAIL called, terminating this adjustment. 

32.0 . · Th& serial number AT of the current station is found from 
IOBSVAL(1 11 1 ). 

32.1 If Transverse Mercator coordinates are not required, there is a 
jump to 72.0 below. 

7 4. 0 The name of the station is printed follow€d by a line of h€acpngs. 

7 6. 0 The sign of the convergence is calculated, and the convergence is 
converted to degrees, minutes and seconds. 

78.1 The latitude, longitude,· zone, easting, northing, convergence 
and height are printed in one line. I.f the point lies in a zone overlap, 
coordinates for the adjacent· zone· are printed on the next line. Then 
there is a jump to 38.0 below. 

72.0 If Transverse Mercator coordinates are not required, the 
alternative style of coordinates and headings are printed. 

38.0 A short preliminary DO is entered, one loop for each line at 
this stationo It locates- the adjusted and observed values, and computes 
the orientation constant, which rotates the observed directions to a·best 
mean .fit on the adjusted azimuths. NUMLINE is found from ISTA(.AT,4), where 
it was stored by STATREAD(3.5). 

i 

I 
I 
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36.2 The observed q_uantities are extracted f:r'om the array OBSVAL, 
where they were stored by STATREAD (19o0)o 

36.6 Subroutine ROBIN is called to compute the azimuth and distance 
between the adjusted coor~nates at the ends of the line. 

36010 If there is no observed direction on this line, there is a jump 
to 7.0, the end of the DO. Otherwise, the difference between the adjusted 
azimuth and the observed direction is calculatede Precautions are taken 
to see that e~ch of these values is similar to the others, and does not 
differ by 360 • The values are accumulated in SUMORIEN, and counted in 
NUMDIRNo 

s.o At the end of the D0 9 the mean orientation constant is calculated, 
put in the range 0°~360°, and converted to degrees, minutes and secondso 

Bo4 Three arrays of counters and accumulators are set to zero0 

12.1 A similar DO is now entered, one loop for each lineo The serial 
number TO of the far station is obtained again from IOBSVAL (2,1), and the 
adjusted azimuth of the line is converted to degrees, minutes and seconds. 

12.4 If there is no observed direction 9 the array KANG or IANG is 
filled with blanks, the former if Transverse Mercator coordinates are 
being listed, the l?tter if not. There is then a jump to 14e0 belowo 

26oO If there is an observed P.irection 9 the orientation constant is 
added to it, it is put in the range 0°=360°~ and convert~d to degrees, 
minutes and secondso The former are thrown away, and on,ly the seconds 
retained, SECANG.. · 

26.3 The difference between the ~djusted azimuth and the oriented 
direction is put in DEANG, which must'be close to zero, not 360°o ~he 
absolute value/of DEANG is found, and if less than 0~005, set precisely 
to zero, to avoid asterisks being produced on the output. SECANG and 
DEANG are -encoded in A=format in IANG 9 ·so that if there are no observations, 
blanks can be printed instead of zeroso 

62.1 The counter NUM(1) for directions is increased by one 9 ABSDEANG 
is accumulated in SUM( 1), and DEANG in SIG( 1). If ABSDEANG is the 
largest value so far obtained, it is put in AMAX(1). 

14.1 The observed direction on this line has now been dealt with; 
and there is a check to see if the1'e is an obs-ervE;)d azimuth. If not, 
blanks are encoded into KAZ or IAZ, and th-ere is a jump to 15.0 below. 

28e0 Unl-ess AT is a fixed pointp there will have been an adjustment 
to its longitude 9 which alters the Laplace azimuth by - A'A. sin<\). 
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34.0 The revised L~~laoe azimuth is converted to degrees, minutes 
and seconds. 

34.1 If PUNCORD (column 79 on the 3-card) is not blank, a new 7-
card is punched, containing the revised Laplace azimuth, ready for 
insertion in the data deck if it is necessary to iterateo If distances 
in feet have been converted to metres by the_ "M" option, it is necessary 
to convert back to feet before punchingo 

35.0 The difference IJE.AZ between the revised Laplace azimuth and 
the adjusted azimuth is put in the range """1T to + n , converted to 
seconds, and if less than 0".005 put equal to precisely zero, to avoid 
the printing of asterisks on the output. TIEAZ and possibly SECASTRO 
are encoded in one of two A~for.mats, depending on whether TM coordinates 
are required or not. 

49~0 The counter NUM(2) for azimuths is increased, ABSDEAZ is 
accumulated in SUM (2) and DEAZ in SIG(2). If ABSTIEAZ is the largest 
value so far obtained in it put in AMAX(2). 

15 0 0 The observed azimuth on this line has now been dealt with, and 
there is a. check to see if there is an observed distance. If not, 
blanks are encoded in KDIS or IDIS, and there is a jump to 16.0 below. 
If there is an observed distance, its treatment is similar to that for 
an observed azimuth. 

16 0 0 The adjusted and observed values are printed out in format 
statements 42 or 17, depending on whether T.M coordinates are required or 
not. The obserVed quantities are printed in A~format from the arrays 
IANG or KANG, etc. 

13.0 This completes the processing of a line. If it is the last 
line at a station, the average and maximum adjustments at that station 
are encoded in A.,format in IAV, and IMAX and printed, together with the 
orientation constant, unless suppressed by NOPRIN = 2. The counters, 
accumulators and m.ax:i.ma are transferred to the arrays NTOT, TOT and ABlVI, 
and the locations of the maxima are stored in the array MAXATo Control 
then reverts to 1.2 above to process the next station. 

3o0 After al~NUMBOBS stations have been processed, the average and 
maximum adjustments for the whole section are computed and printed, 
together with the serial numbers of the stations at which the maximum 
occu.:t"~ Control then reverts to the calling subroutine MAIN. 

,j 
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Appendix T 

SUBROUTINE ENCONV 

ENCONv computes eastings, northings and convergence, given 
latitude, longitude from the central meridian, and meridian distance. 
It uses Redfearn's formulae from ESR No, 69, in full, but rearranged 
in nesting form: 

If y = a + bx + cx2 + dx3 

write y = a + x (b + x (o + dx)) 

which requires a smaller number of additions and multiplications. 

1,3 NBR is v/p, computed from the formula: 

~ ~, l ... e
2 sin2~ 

~ - 1 - eZ 

Tis tan~ , and W is the longitude in radians from the 
central meridian, positive ~. 

The computations of eastings, no±tBings and convergence then 
follow Redfearn's formulae, term by teDn, 

ENCONV is called by NEWCORDS at ( 11~~) ~: · The ·meridian · · 
distance is put into COMMON by subroutine MERIDIST~ which is called by 
NEWCORTIS at (0.21). 
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SUBROUTINE MERIDIST 

MERIDIST computes meridian distance from the equator, positive 
north, negative south, from the form:t:~.la giver.i. in GEODESY, G. Bolilfcird, 
1962; page 497. Note that formula (8.39) in the 1962 edition contains 
a mis-print; the formula should start: 

m = a( A0 t - A2 Sin 2~ ••••• ) 

E has been calculated in STARTOFF (10,1). The even powers of 
E are calculated first, followed by the sines of the even multiples ofdp. 
Then the program follows the formula term by term. 

MERIDIST is called by NEWCORDS at (0,21). 

I 
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Appendix V 

SUBROUTINE DEGFOBM-

DEGFOBM converts positive radians into degrees, minutes and
seconds, Negative angles are best dealt with by setting an indicator 
to " .. ", or "S" or whatever·the negative angle.indicates~ printing it· 
separately in an. A1 format, and ma.ldng the negative radians positive, 
before calling DEGFORM. One of the few inconveniences of Fortran 
3600 is that numbers less than 0.5 in the last decimal place are 
printed as asterisks, instead of as zero - see paragraph 54. To 
avoid spoiling the appearance of the output, seconds less than o.oooo5 
are here set equal to zero. 

Appendix W 

FUNCTION RADFORM 

RADFOHM converts pos~tive degrees, minutes and seconds to 
radians. Negative angles are best dealt with as in subroutine DEGFORM. 
This computation can be done in one Fortran statement, and is therefore 
a FUNCTION sub ... program, in contrast to- a. subroutine• It is used by 
writing, for example: 

RADIANS = RADFORM (DEG~S, MINUT.EJS; SECONDS) 

instead of usiug the CALL statement. 
pages 7-l, 7-7, 7-8. 

See the 3600 Fortran Manual, 
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NOTA'l'ION Appendix X 

Symbols which are aefined and used in only one paragraph or 
appendix are not necessarily redefined here" Only algebraic symbols 
are here defined; not FoFtran variables" 

= 

= 

= 

= 

a,b = 
m 

R = 
e 

e' = 

= 

= 

= 

Latitude, usually positive north .. 

Longitude, usually positive west, but positive east when 
converting to T.M coordinates .. 

Azimuth, usually in the normal section, from station 
1 to station 2 .. 

Length o-f the line between station 1 and station 2. 

radii of curvature of the spheroid in the meridian and 
prime vertical .. 

semi-axis, major and minor of the spheroid .. 

meridian distance. 

approximate radius of the earth considered as a sphereo 

( (a2 -b2)/a2)'~-

( (a 2 -:~ bg) /b2) ~ 
a small change in x, where x is any quantity. 

the value of x at station 1 .. 

(~1 sin 'A12 )/L 

(f2 sin A21)/L 

(v2cost 2cos A21 )/L 

= - P1 cos A12 

= ~ ~2 cos A21 

sin 1" 

sin 111 

= 
OA,ctz., <fL. = 

k = 
w = 

Standard error. 

Standard errors of an angle, and azimuth, a distanceo 

some constanto 

weight .. 



(0-C) 

N 

M 

= 

= 

= 
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Appendix X continued. 

the difference between an observed quantity ~d its 
value computed from some preliminary· coordinates. 

the order o:f -a matrix:. I . 

the band w:j..dth of a band matrix~ excluding the principal 
diagonal. 

the element in row i and column j of any matrix: A. 

th~ element in position k in a linear array A. 
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